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iopics tomorrow, as student body
presidents from 16 California State
I Colleges convene at SJS for the
first of four proposed conferences
during the school year.
I State college officials, city officials and membets of the SJS
eiministration will alias attend the
;:iitiference, according 10 ASH
President Bill Hauck.
During the two-day confab, the
presidents or their representatives
are scheduical to cover a number of
topics, including the progress of
the College Union plan, name
change for the California State
Colleges and the election of the
CSCSPA (Califmnia State College
Student Presidents Associations
vice president.
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Named;
5 Queen Finalists
noitanoroC,snoitaborP
Ball Tonight Follpow Fray
The climax is nearing for the
five Homecoming Queen finalists.
With more than 3,000 students deciding by ballot vote yesterday.
Judy Allen, Lu Carter. Elaine Haluirsen, Pamela Nelson and Jane

Winter were told last night at the!
Eighth Street rally that they had
taken the top positions from
among the original 43 candidates.
Tonight about 11 at the Coronation Ball the women will know

--

Black Muslim activities reached
San Jose State yesterday when
or members of the secret sect
appearec1 on Seventh Street in
taint of Spartan Cafeteria selling
their national newspaper, Mu1...;mmed Speaks.
Members of this sect claim that
saa are followers of the Muslim
ail founded by the prophet
lamed in Arabia during the
II century.
,ling for complete separation
. ’he whites and blacks, the
Black Muslims insist upon and independent country for the Negroes.
The only member willing to
identify himself, said he was Rich o1 X of Mosque 26 i, the Oakland area. When as1
if the

Black Muslims were a militant organization, he replied, "We are
militant only in following the laws
of the Koran."
The Koran is the sacred book
of the more orthodox Muslims.
On one occasion, a crowd of
about two dozen students gathered
around the paper sellers, asking
them questions.
The Muslims were very polite
but would not give the students
any direct answers, and kept moving, trying to avoid the crowds.
Two students wet e standing
across the street from the Muslims
holding a copy of the paper and
telling people not to buy it.
Once a Security policeman dispersed a group of students that
had gathered around the Muslims.

Lady Lobbyist Predicts Peace In ’70
Adds: ’With Or Without People’
Ity GEORGE M.SIZTI N
, world can look forward to
) by 1970, "with or without
’ Mrs. Annalee Stewart told
11 but intensely interested
t,;e yesterday afternoon in
anal Hall.
Stewart, who is a regis’, i lobbyist in Washington for
Women’s International League
’
Peace and Freedom, stressed
in her talk the dangers of
Mental war.
.1. could come from either
human or mechanical error," she
sled, emphasizing her Point
examples of false warning
I Fiat have sent armed bomb-

’Island’ Tonight
In Morris Dailey
With Belafonte
’ Idand it) the Sun- vs ill be toFriday Flick at 7:30 in
Dailey Auditorium.
:and" is the story of a proud
leader of an island people
r,; British West Indies whom
""ks to unite against white
trirlors
aPing in the drama will be
Mason, Joan Fontaine, Dor"Ito Dandridge, Joan Collin a,
IMiehael Rennie and co-starring
Belltfonte as Boyeur, the
: ,11,1 lender. Admission
is 25 cents
’
-sabers of the San Jose State
community. iPicture on
P 51.

ers of both the United States and
Russia to their respective runways.
"Both Kennedy and Khrushchev
are concerned with the situation,"
she said, "for studies indicate that
If something is not started soon
we may well have peace without
people."
The blue-eyed lobbyist, who is
also an ordained Methodist minister, was not entirely happy with
the still young disarmament
agency which was created last
year.
"The new agency," she stated.
"has on its advisory group people
who have not made any definite
statement on complete disarmament; and from their background,
one would think that they would
be quite negative"
She urged students to write their
congressmen and senators about
disarmament, and particularly singled out Sen. Hubert Humphrey,
D. -Minn., who recently brought
out onto the floor of Congress some
of the facts from a confidential
report on the economics of disarmament.
Letters from home, she said, are
extremely important to senators
and congressmen. "Many congressmen have told me that whenever
they get 50 well thought-out letters
concerning a particular issue, they
feel that they must pay particular
attention to that issue."
"They feel," she stated, "that for
every person who writes, ten persons have thought that way. but
never quite got their feelings down
on paper."

who is to reign over next week’s
homecoming activities.
Tickets for the Homecoming
Ball can be obtained in front of
the Spartan Bookstore and Cafeteria at no charge with a student
body card, stated Marsha Pearson,
Chairman of the Coronation Ball.
BEGINS AT 9
The Ball will begin at 9 p.m. in
the San Jose Civic Auditorium.
Music will be provided by Walt
Toleson’s 15-piece orchestra from
San Francisco.
The highlight of the dance will
be the presentation of the Homecoming Queen at 11 p.m. She will
be escorted by Homecoming Chairman Mike Cooper, who will present her with the crown, red
roses and a trophy.
The ROTC Saber Brigade will
form an arch for the presentation
of the queen and her court to and
from the stage. The Queen’s court
will also receive trophies and bouquets of white carnations.
PHOTOS TAKEN
Kappa Alpha Mu ;KAM1 photojournalism fraternity members will
be taking photographs of couples
at the Coronation Ball, said Kathy
Carroll, RAM president.
"RAM photographs will be $1.25
for a single photo and $2.00 for
two prints from the same negative," said Miss Carroll. Profits
will send a RAM delegate to their
national meeting in Maryland, she
added.
Decorations at the ball will be
white and gold columns and a
fountain depicting a Gtecian garden with the theme "Spardi at
Sparta."
Refreshments, tables and chairs
furnished by the Civic Auditorium
will be available for all persons
attending .
Faculty chaperones for the Coronation Ball include Dr. and Mrs.
Karl T. Mueller, Mr. and Mrs.
Danald Ryan, Mt. and Mrs. R. A.
Loewe, and Mr. and Mrs. I.. (I.
Siedyf.

Discussion sessions will continue
through the afternoon until 6 p.m.,
when dinner will be served in the
cafeteria. The presidents will have
SJS coeds as dates for Is,th the
dinner and the play.
11E101 RN. :1.’S I) %I.

WELCOME BY HAUCK
11.4.1
%%ill folconvening at 8 p.m. tomorrow low Sun
when the conference
breakfast at the DeAnza Ho- will be adjoui foal at 3:30 p.m.
"This will he the first of four
rings planned for this year,"
lid
Hauck. "The remaining
...)hings will be held at other
0 College campuses.
An information packet eon;.aning information on San Jose
State, in addition to the topics of
concern throughout the state college system, will be given each of
the representatives," he said.
A San Jose State College stuAccording to the formal conferAfter obtaining final approval 1 p.m. in front of the Music Builddent was suspended and two others front the Student Council. the San ing following a final half-hour, ence agenda, released yesterady
have been placed on probation as Jose State marching band will practice session, according to grad- afternoon by Hauck and Gary
a result of the T.G.I.F. party on leave today at 1:30 on a tightly- uate student, Jim McCarthy, as Olimpia. conference coordinator,
Eighth Street two weeks ago.
the president or their representascheduled public relations trip to sistant marching hand director.
Robert Raffety was suspended Tempe, Ariz., for the SJS-Arizona
The band’s first stop will be in tives will arrive in San Jose either
from college until the fall semester State football game tomorrow Porterville at 5:30 p.m. where the this evening or early tomorrow
of 1963.
night.
members will eat dinner, change morning.
Dr. Stanley G. Benz, dean of
Folir !MSC, nih
For the presidents that arrive
I,cyin I/ aiding at into their uniforms and perform a
students, said that Raffety hail
pre-game show for the Porterville. Friday, arrangements have been
been warned on two previous ocJunior College football game at made to attend the City College of
casions last year about minor ofSan Francisco- -SJS soccer game
7:30.
fenses, but this incident was "a
Continuing on their tight sched- at Spartan Stadium.
1
violation of ethical conduct."
Those representatives whose atSend II
isauea of the spar- ule, the band will leave immediTwo other students also were tan Daily are on sale todas for ately after the performance and tendance has been confirmed input on probation as a result of the the last day.
travel through the night until they I elude: Charles Scott Jr. ( Alameda
Eighth Street incident. They are:
Si lllll sored annually by sigma arrive at Tempe at 9 Saturday ’State College); Carol Ann Rizzo,
Robert Baker, who was put on Delta Chi, the ...ad Mime ern- morning.
ASH secretary ;Cal Poly at San
probation for a full calendar year ’ thin costs 13 cents, including
Once at Tempe. they will have Luis Obispo); Jim Hurst (Chico
and who is to perform five hours mailing 1.0.4,. or ID rents a ith- free time to spend the $15 allotted State: Nancy Stansbee. repreof service a week for the college. out mailing.
each student for meals. Rehearsal sentative Cal Poly at Pomona);
and Eugene Gastelum, who was
Sr that night’s show will he from Jerry Tahaijian tFresno State;
hien] Taktilniabi, Mlix presiplaced on probation for the rest dent, reports that only 200 cigars 1-3 p.m.
I Jack Moore iliumbolt State);
of the semester.
After the rehearsal the members George Miller, ASB vice president
are lett.
will have until 6:30 p.m. when they ’Sacramento States ; Al Gershman
must re-group at the Sands of I ;Los Angeles State’: Larry Cook,
Tempe Hotel where they will be president: Don Evans ( Orange
staying that night.
I State’: Joe Kiefer ;San Diego
The marching hand will then Statet; Bob Axel ;San Fernando
.ntertiiin with a pre-game show Valley State,: Jay Folberg i San
I yet:tent,* IlOOrl, a total for the SJS-Arizona State game.
"A
IFrancisco State,: Gene Luttrrell
research
for
:,pplications
The story of the Internation.si
I The show will include seven num- , (Sonoma Sta tei: a nd Dennis Gibstated
in."
come
have
grants
Geophysical Year at Antarctica will
’ bets by the band, five of which son ,Stanislau, State,.
be told through sight and sound Colonel Erne*: A. Cook, research will be done while perforating precoordinator.
Monday when Dr. Carl Eklund
’ cision drills.
presents "Antarctic Adventure." I "I want to remind students and
The Band Aids, a dance tea:).
applications
late
no
that
The illustrated lecture, sponsored faculty
of 15 co-cuts, will present :I 1,1,
Cook.
Col.
added
by the College Lecture Commit- will be accepted."
t ine. Maxine Furtiike. );
The final hour is 5 p.m. Students
tee, will be given in Concert Hall.
,
baton twirler.
champion
’sire urged to check that their sponat 11:30 Monday morning.
11.0(.11.11W :1i !alit-11V in
1 /LW to
evening s prothe
to
talent
her
in
Dr. Eklund, who accompanied soring professors have turned
taking the original pictures. the
gram.
Admiral Byrd on his 1939-41 Ant- their part of the Student Research
Torre staff requests that the
, Sunday morning, the band will
arctic expedition, was scient itic Grant application.
following freshmen return for anarrive
and
Col. Cook reports that 24 stu- leave Tempe at 6 a.m.
leader of Wilkes Station, one it
other’ photo on Tuesday, between
the U.S. bases set up at the dents have applied but only eight in Bakersfield at 6 p.m. By 7 11 a.m. and 12:30 p.m. or between
"bottom" of the globe during TM’. professors have turned in the ac- they will be in uniform and per- I 2-4 p.m.: Gene Carnevale. Carol
As a tribute to his exploratora companying sponsoring application forming in front of Bakersfield City, Sorensen, Jeannie Baarts, Janice
and scientific work a group it Iona. Both of these are essential 1,
Flovik, Robert Mix. Kerry HalI Hall. After completing the show seth, Lee Craig, Robert Smith.
islands in the King George VI to be considered for a grant.
Twenty-six faculty re sear ch they will again board the buses Theresa Fyr Don Phelps, Steve
Sound have been named Eklund
grant applications have been and continue on to San Jose, end- Hardy, Randy It
and Jim
Islands.
The accompanying color film will turned in to date.
Jones.
ing their trip at 1:45 a.m,
The Researeh Committee will
cover many of the experiments
and projects done in Antarctica, meet Oct. 25 at 3 p.m. to try to
including one when Dr. Eklund reach decisions on the applications.
placed a miniature broadcasting hut Col. Cook doubts if anything
station inside a penguin egg to (his- can definitely be announced at that
time
mover hatching temperature.
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Black Muslims Sell
Sect’s Papers on 7th
,NIGHT

JANE WINTER

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
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LU CARTER

110.
111i1 I 0CCIn 0 a Welcome from SJS and CSCSPA
President Hauck and will hear
Robert Walters. Recruitment Director of CORO foundation, an
organization which sponsors internships in the field of public
affairs.
Following the official opening
of the meeting in President John
T. Wahlquist’s conference room,
the group will be seraed lunch in
the Spartan Cafeteria. SJS Vice
President William Du.sel, Donald
Muchmore, vice chancellor of the
(’alifoinia State Colleges. and
Louis H. Heilbron, chairman of
the State College Board of Trustees,
st,witlilmaeddress
his
the conference

No. 2..;

Leaves at 1:30

Band Off to Tempe
On Three Day Trip

Last Call

Geophysical Year
Story To Be Told

world wire
NO PANAMANIAN SHIPS TO CUBA
PI ) The Panamanian
PANAMA CITY, Panama Republic
tn
em
nrev
ogUmaking
(
yesterday
it illegal for ships
issued
a decree
operating under the Panamanian flag to do business of any kind with
Fidel Castro’s Cuba.
Panama claims the fourth largest merchant marine in the world.
The ban prohibited any trade with Cuba and stipulated that violators
would lose their Panamanian registry permanently.

Research Grant
Deadline Today

La Torre Seeks
Freshman Retakes

2 Win National
Ceramics Prizes

Dr. Herbert It. Sanders. proles I sot. of ceramic, art at San Jose
State. and Joseph L. Hysong. re ramie laboratory technician. have
captured prizes at the previevv
showing
the the
Ceramic
National
Art
Everson
Exhibitionof at
I Museum, Syracuse, N.Y.
The Canadian Guild of Potters
NOBEL PRIZE
The 1962 Nobel Prize in medicine or physiology was awarded Prize was taken by Dr. Sanders
jointly yesterday to British scientist Francis Harry Compton Crick. Hysong, a SJS graduate, won the
DIVISlim of the Glidden
U.S. scientist James Dewey Watson, and British scientist Maurice Petite
Corporation Prize.
Hugh Frederick Watkins.
In addition to the two prize11th MOON SHOT
winning works, the exhibition.
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (UPII ’rhe United States yesterday
which opens Nov. 3, will show six
launched a camera-equipped Ranger-5 spacecraft on a planned three- pieces of SJS faculty and student I
day flight to the moon.
work.
The gold-and -chrome plated apace probe, representing America’s
Dr. Robert C. Fritz and Jame,
11th moonshot in four years, was rigged tip to take the first close-up Lovern, assistant professors of sot
pictures of the moon and to "crash land" a package of instruments are represented in the show.
on the lunar surface for a month of detailed study.
I Four stud6nts. Donald W. WarDE GAULLE WARNS FRANCE
nock. Richard N. Longo. Duane C.
PARIS (UPD-- President Charles De Gaulle warned yesterday ’ Bentzien. and Mrs. Cecile N. Mehe will resign at once if the nation votes against him or gives him ’ Cann nee entered work in the
a skimpy majority in the Oct. 28 constitutional referendum.
Iexhibition.

QUEEN’S EYE VIEWA big crowd looks on at last night’s rally
on Eighth street. While waiting for the announcement of the five
Homecoming Queen finalists, the students were kept busy with
cheers and songs.

ISPARTAN DATLY
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Korean Neutralist
Flop Is Warning
PANMUNJON. K,ea
The Neutral Nations

Supervisory Commission t NNSC) in
Korea is one of the best arguments against establishment of
any neutral nations supervision
in Berlin.
Advocates of neutral control
in Berlin might do well to take
a look at the NNSC’ record and
ponder this statement by the
armistice affairs division of the
United Nations Command:
"Front the very beginning, the
NNSC has been disappointingly

Welcome to SJS
stothnt leaders consent. here tolitorrow for a
two-das -tattil in their ammal conference. The leader. -- student hody presidents of California’s state colleges -- art.
members of the California !’tl.tie Coillege Student Presidents’
Association it .-t
Among the top h.. io lie discussed. four are of particular
wills lite colleges
importance because oi Oleic 41;reet relal
IA. a -People-to-People"
t heniselves. Tlie are:
vollege
s for state colleges
prrigrain for foreign -tilde
arid out-of-state tuition fecs for foreign students. It inas be
noted here that tut. of these items sehethiled for disco,:
deal V. ill, foreign students.
.1t a time %lien .1,inerica ii at. its greatest opportunit:t to win
this respect of the world by encouraging the !lilt-ranee of her
citizens. the student 1)1141% presidents N% 110 will he here t
row tan increase lit, -stature of the state colleges by urging
that the burdens of ftireign students ht. lightened -- whether
las a -People-to-People- program or reducing their tuition
rate.
Already hindered li differences in a way of life they
must a4ljust to, a program for foreiun students at each state
college would benefit them social Is . Reducing their tuition
rate would benefit them economicaIls.
The other topics that will he diseased at the conference
benefit the great majority of the other students as well. These
are on Proposition IA and college unions for the state colleges.
IA pass on election day. Nov 6, San
: Should Proposif
law State College stands a good chance to obtain its needed
college union. kilditionally. the greater benefit is that it proof facilities to accommodate the
sides funds for construct’
eipanding enrollment.
We welcome the members of the CSCSPA to the campus
o( California’s oldest state college. May their discussions
lay lead to greater progress among the
tatnorrow and S
sentient, of all the state colleges.
11, MCA. 1lYtWt

America’s Most Beautiful Hof brau
-47

Authentic Bavarian Food
Music Every Night
SUNDAY
through
THURSDAY

v

Wilda
Baughn
and Her Plan?

P.O.

Ors

Die Rhinelander
Band
Fri. & Sat. Nites

qarien City floitrau
CY 7-21012
51 So. Market
t".

;fit

ineffective."

of representatives from Switzerland,
Sweden. Czechoslovakia and Poland, was able to do little from
the time it was set up by the
armistice agreement in mid-1953.
The NNSC was set up by the
armistice agreement, signed in
July, 1953.
The NNSC, composed

Band vs. Philosophy;
Which Is Worthiest?

here

Editor:
We find the Student Council’s
recent allocation of $5,929 to the

Spartan Band for its trip to the
Arizona game repugnant, indeed. As students of philosophy,
the Queen of the Sciences, feeling the proper sense of consternation at such a wanton display
of fiscal irresponsibility, we
deign to take notice of this
heinous crime.
In the spirit of the dialetic,
we perform the devastating "reductio ad absurdum:" e.g., i.e.,
viz., (of the form). If A is not
worthy, there must be something which alternatively is;
that is to say, if ’A represents
the band, and it is not worthy,
then there is, in fact, an activity
which is worthy.
We propose that alternative

aewhere
Those Old College Pranks
Oldtimers reminiscing about their old college days say that
the collegians on today’s campuses are too serious and pre-occupied with their own problems to indulge in campus stunts and fads.
But current items in the news appear to prove these critics
to be wrong.
Six Shasta College students, claiming to "uplift the spirit of
colleges everywhere," carried a bed to the summit of Mount Shasta.
’TWIMBO’

Hippy and twisty collegians at the University of California at
Berkeley are dancing the "Twinbo." The dance, according to The
Daily Californian, is a combination of the limbo and the twist.
At a recent limbo party a disgusted spectator made the remark,
"Those twisters look like microbes under a microscope, all running
around with no place to go."
Toothpaste-smiles were the order of the day at Los Angeles
City College,
DOGGY TALE
Recently, the Microwaves broadcasting club sponsored a Smile
Queen contest to crown the prettiest smiling coed on campus.
University of Minnesota students almost got a dean whose
bite was worse than his bark.
The annual SLA week, Dean-for-a-Day contest in which students compete for the honorary position, appeared to be running
its usual course.
On the day the contest winner was to be chosen, it was discovered that runner-up Jill St. George was a real dog of the four-

--ltinit-ICan0744dr\4141#641

in

its multitold

mantles!

form. Now, worthy of such a
pecuniary benefit are the following: (a) the philosophy library
book budget; lb) subsidy for the
newly-chartered Philosophy
Club; ic) guest lecturers in
philosophy; e.g., John Dewey.
William James, Will Rogers and
Edgar Guest; (dl and, if any
moneys remain, a fund to establish a college-wide scholarship
for the study of philosophy at
San Jose State College. Besides,
band music is obviously of an inferior aesthetic sort.
Emanuel A. Pacheco
ASH A8519
Art Pacheco
ASH A1676
Fran Fr- r t ig
ASH A9847
John Hopkins
ASH A8281
Jon j Tilson
ASH A10912
Harold Anderson
ASB A2146

’Daily Should Keep
Editorials Objective’
Edit or:
Just a short letter to

remind
you of one of the most important principles in journalism
OBJECTIVITY. Your editorial
on Oct. 17 is a fine example of
the news digesting so popularly
employed by the Peoples World.
Instead of presenting both sides
of a proposition for the voters to
study, you gave them a onesided, colored interpretation in
order to spare the voters the
burden of decision making.
I suggest that you advise your
readers that complete and un-

Editor:
Last week, Wednesday, the
Spartan Daily printed an editorial emphasizing the necessity of
seriously looking at and working
on issues within the United
States as well as those abroad.
I would like to commend the
Spartan Daily on this excellent
editorial.
There is on campus an organization, TASC, which is attempting to serve as a forum for discussion of issues. In addition to
providing healthy debate among
its members. TASC will endeavor to promote interest and disseminate information regarding
controversial issues to the student body.
As an illustration of this policy, TASC is sponsoring a threepart series, "What is a subversive?" This is certainly an issue
of vital interest to all of us.
Notice also that TASC is attempting to present both sides
of the dialogue by presenting
speakers of vastly different political positions.
There will be a meeting of
TASC today at 330 in CH231.

Ray Gruenetch

legged variety.
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IN CONCERT

to DUKE
ELLINGTON
and his famous orchostro
Dinners from 7 a.m.

YU 2-2455

$1.25

CY3-6252
OCTOBER 12, 13 and 19, 20-8:30 P.M.
Montgomery Theater, Civic Auditorium

TONIGHT

OPENS

ANDROCLES AND THE LION
By George Bernard Shaw

A Speech and Drama Production
Runs Tonight and Tomorrow Night
Also October 24, 25, 26 and 27
50c SJSC STUDENTS
Curtain 8:15 p.m.

81.25 GENERAL
College Theatre

Box Office 5th and San Fernando St..
Open 1-5 Daily

9dri*:5;1100 81471"
Y 7TOW N E 3060

SARATOGA Yti21

1433 The Alameda

’Morals Can Droop
Without Communists’

THROUGH A GLASS DARKLY

Editor:
I am afraid

is that frightened and panicstricken hostility is as serious
an infringement of the moral
law as anything can be. I feel
that we weaken our morals ourselves (without any added help
from the Communists) when we
allow the Communist threat to
drive us into a state of panic
and paranoid hostility.
Edward L. Browning
ASS A2433

mition in its entirety, the voter
will be able to understand more
completely the merits of this issue.
11111 Baker
ASH A5039

*VINARE
SHERMAN CLAY
BOX OFFICE

ASH A12594

nt
that 1 ,s
as precise as I should have been
in my last letter to the Daily.
I wrote, "For frightened and
panic-stricken hostility is as serious a moral law as anything
can be." This is obviously fallacious. What I should have said

abridged copies of Propo.ation
24 are available at the F’reedom
Bookshop, 60 San Fernando St.
Perhaps after reading the prop.

S2

TASC Series Spots
Controversial Issues

By KEITH TAKAHASHI
Exchange Editor

VOk
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Our future is in the hands of men not yet hired
At Western Electric we play a vital role in
, helping meet thc complex needs of America’s
vast communications networks, And a career
at Western Electric, the manufacturing arm of
the nation-wide Bell Telephone System, offers
young men the exciting opportunity to help us
meet these important needs.
Today. Western Electric. equipment reduces
thmisands of miles to fractions of seconds. Even
so. we know that our present communications
systems will he inadequate tomorrow; and we
are seeking ways to keep up with-and anticipate - the future. For instance, right now
Western Electric engineers are working on
various phases of solar cell manufacture,
miniaturization, data transmission, futuristic
telephones, electronic central offices, and
omputer-controlled production lines-to name
just a few.
ro perfect the work now in progress and
latinch minty new communications products,
projects, procedures, and processes not yet in
the. mind of man - we need quality-minded

engineers. If you feel that you can meet our
standards, consider the opportunities offered
by working with our company. In a few short
years, you will be Western Electric.
Challenging opportunities exist now at W
n
Electric for electrical, mechanical, industrial, and chemical engineers, as well as physical science. liberal arts,
and business majors. All qualified applicants will receive careful consideration for employment without
regard to race, creed, color or national origin For more
information about Western Electric, write College Relations, Western Electric Company, Room 6206, 222
Broadway, New York 311, New York, And be sure to
arrange for a Western Electric interview when our
college representatives visit your campus.

Western Elect____Ljic
.04.0Ce."4 Mob itoPt

Principal manufacturing locations at Chicago. III., Kearny, Pt I; Baltimore, Md , Indianaoui,
411..nhosn Jrd Livmdlif Ps
sritiston-satern.11. C.; Buffalo, N. 5., North Andover, HISS. GOMM, Nee Kansas City, Mt . Loiumbus, otpu imienuma Lay,
Engineering Rewarn Center. Princeton, N I feletype Corporation, Skokie, Ill, and 1411, Rip* Ars Ako we,tarn [let tn.
bollard Centers in 33 titles and installation headquarters in 19 titles. General headquarters: 595 Broadway, New York 7 5
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PADRE
145 So

at 2
theaters

Hear MANCINI and full orchestra play
"Peter Gunn", "Mr. Lucky", "Moon River"
"Baby Elephant Walk"

COHIT
"SHE WALKS
BY NIGHT-

plus EXTRA ADDED ATTRACTION
THE WAYFARERS
Friday

October 26

8:30 p.m.

SAN JOSE CIVIC AUDITORIUM
3.25 2.25
TICKETS $3.95,
JOSE BOX OFFICE
ON SALE SAN
CY 5.0889
ST CLAIRE HOTEL

1

CY 3 3S’,

Ilulnit

8116111110Mansat

,n,tAurlmt III Wit LIltg,

20 continental cuties in the FLESH!
Italy ItmemPrit

Bale norm Indce Iht last,. Witt %Ash

’King of Swing’ To Perform
Mozart in Morris Dailey
FI’POshym
natsio St.
the prop,
the voter
and more
of this

Benny Goodman, tallied "King
swing" clarinetist, will show
much a "king"
that he’s just as
joins
in the classics when he
Symphony next
the Oakland
performFriday mening in a
of the Mozart Concerto
Orchestra in
tor Clarinet and
A Major.
Goodman and the orchestra
will appear in Morris Dailey
Auditorium at 8:15 under the
sponsorship of the ASP. Spartan

of

chestro
U 2 2455
2214
owell Si

Sig Auto
Immo Sayings Announced
Women and married men over
net
21. 1711 less $13 dividnd. or
of $45 (based on current 17 per
cent dividend). Single men under
or
net
dividersd,
IS: 8252 less $43
of 1209.
S10/20 000 Bodily Infury Liability: $5,000
hope"! p.n.s. end $500 Medical
Peyments. Other covergs at corn.
parable savings. Payments can be
frad once, twice or four times a
Has. Call or write for full info,
mission to Georg 14. Cempbell,
sea Maple Avnue. Sunnyvale.
argent 1.1741 (day &

Programs Committee.
Goodman, who has appeared
with many of America’s leading symphony orchestras, is a
well known interpreter of Mozart’s only concerto for clarinet.
To Olsen the program, Gerhard Samuel, conductor and
musical director of the Oakland
Symphony, will lead his orchestra in a performance of the
(1..1matic "Egmont Overt ore,"
the first number in the incidental music Beethoven composed for Goethe’s drama.
Though most of the incidental
’DON’T TRY’
WASHINGTON tUPD -For radio hams with ideas of tuning in
on Telstar’s signal, the word from
Washington is "Don’t try it!"
In its journey from the communications satellite to the
ground, the signal diminishes from
watts to about one-trillionth
of a watt. Only the most powerful
receiver. ran bear it.

Friday, Oct. 19, 1962

music
wrote has
lapsed in obsearity, the overture, a complete drama in itself, remains one of the staples
of the concert repertoire.
To round out the program
Maestro Samuel has chosen the
Srcond Symphony in D Major
of Brahms,
some have tagged the symphony with the title, "Pastoral...
because in mood it is reminiscent of Beethoven’s "Pastoral
Symphony."
For three movements the
mood may be pastoral hut for
the finale Rrahms created one
of his most brilliant movements,
based on a chorale theme.
The final pages, which should
be marked with the musical
equivalent of "lickety-split" is
probably the most rousing finale in musical literature and
puts the brass section of an
orchestra to the severest kind
of test.

g rin

CRYSTAL CREAMERY
"IS here the servings arc largc
am! tlic prices are ri/da."

Marching Band, We Love You
San Jose

On eampus./,,
a-age Mewl",
(Author of "I Was a
rec.)
Loeus of Debi,

HIGH TEST, LOW TEST, NO TEST

HO

ERN

ARTHUR CONN has the title
role in tonight’s production of
the Speech and Drama Department’s presentation of Shaw’s
comedy "Androcles and the
Lion." A student cast of 28 will
participate in the production,
directed by Elizabeth Loeffler,
associate professor of drama.
The play will be repeated tomorrw night and Oct. 24-27.

By TIM BARR

MANY SAN JOSE STATE
ATHLETES EAT HERE DAILY
7th & Santa Clara

’Androcles and the Lion’
Bows In Tonight at 8:15

B arr

COFFEE SHOP

het ti yri.er night I was saying to the little woman, "Do you
think the importance of tests in American eidleges is being
overemphasized?" (The little woman, incidentally, is 110t, am
you alight think, my wife. Nly wife iQ fur front a little woman.
She is,ill fact, almost sc yen feet high and heavily muscled.
SIP’ is tt full-blooded (141e:duet Apache titul holds the Wolisl’s
sail ,iner-throw record The little woman I referred to I.
IOWA crouching under the sofa when we moved into
441Y
out apartment several years ago, and there she has remained
ever since. She never speaks, except to make a kind of guttural
’lit rig sound when she is hungry. Actually, she is not too
tim ttu have around, but with my wife away tot truck meets
tile. time, id least it gives ust -ontels,,ly to talk to.)
11.1f I digress. "Ilio you think the inusirtzince of tests in
t.olleges is Is-ing overemphasized?" L said the other
.1 loci
high, to the little woman, and then I said, "Yes, Max, I do
thiak the importance of tests in .11nerietoi colleges is being
explained, the little wisnuati Ilsten
its ereuiplutsized." (As 1
Ind
so when we have conversatMtis, I am forced to do
1..41, parts.)

;FAIRIUTH

Oh. that San Jose State marching band! If ever it group sent
chills up and down my spine, it was this one. Their arranger. Brent
Heisinger, has concocted a "Fanfare No. 2," which will be their
first number when they strut. onto Arizona State’s field Saturday
night.
"Fanfare" sounds like the best passages of "Exodus," "The
Robe." and "Spartactis" rolled int() one devastating theme. This
piece can, all at one time, portray power, conquest, strength, speed,
and majesty.
This afternoon, the band will hold its final rehearsal from
12:30 to 1 on the women’s athletic field behind the Health Building,
When I went to yesterday’s rehearsal, the usually "coirectionconscious" Band Director, Roger Muzzy, was strangely silent. He
watched. He listened. Assistant Band Din ector Jim McCarthy made
a minimum of suggestion. The crowd along the North fence stood.
spellbound as the 100-man-strong band polished the numbers they
will use on their three-day tour. And what numbers they are!
The band will, in addition to "Fanfare," offer "Frenesi,"
"Everything’s Coming Up Roses," "Somewhere Over the Rainbow,"
and "Jubelation T. Cornpone."
The "Jubelation" number, taken from "Lil’ Abner," is centered
on 15 potato sack clad Band Aides, the special dance group which
accompanies the band. The San Jose State misses do a corny-cute
rendition of the cakewalk, while they gyrate to the liltin’ country
music.
At Thursday’s rehearsal, a certain tenseness was present. I
felt it, the girl next to me felt it, and it permeated the ranks of
the band.
McCarthy explained the feeling. ’The men talk louder and
faster as game time approaches. If one of them gets out of line
or misses a beat, his buddies are immediately dawn his neck, chewing him out like a hated enemy. This is when you know the band
will put out a great effort."
Maxine Furuike, the little doll who twirls the baton, will be
on hand too. McCarthy said of her: She is without a doubt the
smoothest, most professional person with a baton I have ever seen."
Miss Furuike has won four national championships in a row and
took all first -place awards at the Seattle World’s Fair.
How would it be to have, say around 2,000 of us lining that
fence at this afternoon’s final rehearsal? We will not be able ta
go to Tempe with them, but we can let them know we wish we
were on that trip. McCarthy said the presence of so many people
watching the band would help immensely in their practice.

DANCE SPECIAL
Maly, she tioE too ma kg/.0idle load
To get back to testssure, they’re important, but let’s tint
Ills tie thein to get too important. There are, after till. litany
:aid talents that simply can’t be liwasureil Ity i11 I Z
Is if right to peflalliZe It gifted student wise
iIt li I happen
lie of the actidetnic variety? Like, ii ’I
’IOiiii Oh?

;reg. ir, to freshman at the New Hampshire (’ollege of Tanning
Belles Lettres, has never passed a single r, -t yet :ill Soho
}sins agree that he is studded with talent like it halo with
’
eau l,r to
NM, for example, sleep standing up.
I imitation of a scarlet, binager. 11 don’t mean just do
..rd calls: I meats he sun fly South in the winter.) Ile ran
kits 11-R’s with his toes. He Call nay "Toy boat" three times
t lie can build a rude telephone I ’tit of two empty Niarliairo
1.,sk- and 100 yards of butcher’s twine. (Wall his imprecosive
.,..aiiplhilittients. this List is the one Gregiur likes to do best
,it
teleph(me, but eititOang the Alarlboro
lregor doesn’t just dump the Nlarlboriis itut of the
k lit- :smokes thein one at a time - settling !lack, gift hug
.ortable, savtiring each tasty puff. As ( lregor often SItya
....II, is Wifisallflf) smile, "11y Giorgi., the makers of NiarlIstro
took their time finding this fine flavor, this great filter, and by
going to take. my time enjoying ’Nu r’)
’ "’age.
r.11,..re you frive I;regor Sarah., artist, litininnist,
Nlarlisiro smoker, and freshman since 1939. Will
the world
co-er litawfit from
11,,I1,ra t ly
its !wed It) talent
great gift, A his, no, lie is in college to syay.
1.1’1,11 moo. tragic for mankind is the CHM- of Anna Livia
Anna Liviii, us ii13,.in:itc of I regoes, had no talent,
. 111 she had was it knaek tor
,11-. llo brains, no
00511 tests. She would cram Itke crazy before a test, always
"t1 perfect score, and (lieu promptly forget everything she hail
othril Naturally, tobe graduated with highest honors and
’112rtt- Ity the dozen, but the sad fact is that she left etlitige
’
tvleivetted, no more prepared to ’saw with the world,
when she entered. Today, a Itroketi woman, she crouches
oh, ier my sofa.
11162
Mhuhribe

Shampoo Set
Haircut

$

EXPERT STYLING BY EXPERIENCED OPERATORS
Introducing Mr. Limb o of San Franc co
Erclusivell at
Open
h
9
Thurs. & Fri.
Vce
Until 9:00 P.M.

c te

253 So. 2nd

CY 7-8552

I

And sneaking of tests, ire makers of 3/affirm’) put our
’,I/melte through WI impressire number before ore send
It itl the mar kel. Ifni ultimately. there is only
lest
thai counts: Do 1M like st? We think you spill.
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Stinging satire and sharp wit
will he in abundance tonight
when the curtain rises on the
Speech find Ihrama Department’s production of George
Bernard Shaw’s "Androeles and
the Lion," at 8:15 in College
Theater.
The production, under the direction of Elizabeth [merrier,
associate professor of drama,
opens the 1962-63 SJS drama
season.
A large student cast of 28
will participate in the production which requires three complete changes of ReetleM
Shaw’s famous drama, produced in London in 1913 and
made into a motion picture, can
be viewed :is several plays in
(1150.

SUMMING BARRIE
Many people might take too
seriously Shaw’s comments that
he wrote "Androcles" to show
Barrie, writer of Peter Pan, how
to produce a play for children.
Superficially, "Androcles and
the Lion" is a light fairy tale.
But Shaw had a lot more in
mind than just a cute comedy.
His play is a satire and an expose of society and politics in
ancient Rome.
Mori- than that, it’s an outcry against all persecutions by
political opportunists who, in
the name of religion and justice,
attempt to suppress different
is
that (lifter from the
established order.
NEW TESTAMENT
The New Testament, with all
its mysticism and idealism, finds
in Shaw an admirct and a defender.
This surprises many people
who view Shaw as the skeptic,
the scientist and the cold modernist.
The early Christians in "An-

Yanks, Britons
Merging Lingo,
Editor Maintains
NEW YORK UPI IAmerican English and English English
are closer together than ever
before, and the language merging process is being speeded by
mass communications, air travel
and intermarriage. an American
dictionary editor says.
Dr. Philip B. Gove, editor in
chief of the Merriam -Webster
dictionaries. disagreed sharply
with the view ot British Education Minister Sir David Eccles,
who said the language was in
danger of splitting into several
idioms such as Oxford English,
New York English, or Australian
English.
Sir David in a speech in Rome
surged the United States to join
Britain to maintain English as
a world language. He pointed to
the fact that ancient Rome produced an international language
in Latin, which later split into
such forms as Spanish, French
and Italian. He said English was
headed toward a similar fate unless word meanings were agreed

tsr-

night’s and tomorrow’s perfornumees.
Admission for students LS 50
cents with an ASB card and
$1.25 for general admission.
-

Beautify Your Office
Home or Busiaess

CONFLICT
It concerns not the conflict
of a false theology with a true
one, but the determination of an
established power to stamp Out
a force and way of thought that
presented serious threats to it.
Though Shaw is mainly known
for his dramas, such as "An Modes and the Lion," "Pygmalion," "Major Barbara," and
"Man and Superman," he began his long career as a newspaperman in London in the late
19th century.
He worked on several London
newspapers and established himself as a penetrating and brilliant critic of hooks, music, art
and drama.
He mote his first play in
1892.

PERMANENT Floral Arrangements-different arrangements delivered to
you weekly. Costs only a fraction of
what it would take to duplicee this
service with perishable fresh flovrers
Learn more about BOW -Cs refresh.
ingly DIFFERENT kind of rental service. Call us, no obl1gat;on

33

BOW -K by ANDRE
E San Antonio Pflon 297.1357

DRESSY
DRESSES
FOR
HOMECOMING

WRITTEN 1912
"Androcles" was written in
1912, the same year :is "Pygmalion."
"Androcles" will be repeated
tomorrow night and will receive additional pert ormances
Oct. 24-27.
Accolding to the Spet.:ch and
Drama Theater Box Office, tickets are still available tor next
week’s is ,;.ii mances. A few

Music Class Sets
Baroque Concert

$19.99
V

Music by three French Baroque composers, Couperin, Moreau and Monteclair, will he featured at Tuesday’s presentation
by the Survey of Music Literature class, held Tuesday and
Thursday, at 11:30 in Concert
Hall.
The class features live music
perfmmances by the SJS music
faculty, advanced students and
Bay Area musicians.
Tuesday’s program will feature four student performers.
They are Beatrice Murphy, soprano; Charles Price, oboe:
Hazelle Milorodovitch, viola and
recorder and Erich Schwandt.
harpsichonl.
For Thursday the class has
scheduled a film, "The Legacy
of Music," from the University
of Michigan.
It features a discussion and
performance related to the flute,
basset horn anti other musical
instruments.
All students are invited to
attend the performances
whether they are members at
the class or not,

t

Wesley
Foundation
i Center)Student
Me+ hod,f

Upon.

Cove replied that the printed
word and radio and television
exchange have hastened the
melding of English, American.
Canadian and Australian English. He said Britons are cleat.
about the meanings of "hot
"j a z z."
dog," "hamburger."
"ok," and "swing" and that
Americans understand "gin and
tonic," "pub crawl" and "shopping mall."
Even terms used only in Britain such as "petrol" are completely intelligible to Americans, who say -gasoline," Gove
said, kind the interchangability
of British terms once used exclusively in Britain, Australia,
Africa and India is on significant
aspect of today’s English.
LDI.CATIONAL TV
WASHINGTON lUPD There
are 62 educational television stations in operation in the United
States.
The National Education Association reported this number is
expected to double, or triple, in
the next five years. In a decade.
t here will he 1,000 such statiiins.
the experts predicted.
A federal law of last IvH. authorized $32 million to aid educational television.

single tickets remain for

drodes and the Lion" present
a cross section of the human
race. They are warmly human
in their own way, triumphant in
the end.
With precision and skill Shaw
drives home his point that the
perseciit ion tit the Christians
was not or religious issue but if
political one.
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South

and up

Select the perfect "dressy dress"
for your big Homecoming date
from the new collection at
BERTA’S Full Wets and sheaths.
Chiffons and Satins. Slack and
colors Sims 3 -IS

so.

Roberta :4

214 Sou% First St.
CV 4.464S
*Cowmen int Lawav
We validate all city parking
Open MON S THURS.
1;11 9 ao
rn

Religiou.6
Op9aniption.4
SEARCHING FOR
FELLOWSHIP]
ROGER WILLIAMS FELLOWSHIP
Sunday, October 21
Supper

SAS

40t

Discussion: "Must
6:15
a Christian Live in Tension
With His Culture)"
Church Services
845 and 11:00 cm. and 7:30

p n,

GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH
484 East San Fernando
Gorge Shorty’

Collins
Sept’s, College Chaplin

John 1.4 Akers
Restos

10th

Street
J

Canterbury
Tales

Benton Wh .e.
Is4 in.st er

Campus

6:00Supper 400
(No reservations mac ----- y)

Ep,scopa,Ians at San Jose

pr’, The Rev, George Calle,
of San Melee talks about the church
and ifs concern in politics.
700

8 00

Worship

Sunday program at St. Paul Visit
our new studnt centr sometime
this week.

Worship Sunday
First

St. Paul’s

Santa Clara & 5th
9:30 & II:10
m
Donald A. Getty,
Minietew

10th at Sae Se.ado,
11.00 an’
rnes C EtIke,edge
Ministier

WANTED: WILLING HEARTS
(Strong backs we don’t ned oven
Our guest Sunday ieversing is LOis
Culli1011, illeeC of Rh. San Jos TW,
but don’t stay home, men. There are
community.typis jobs to be done and
lots of willing hearts re neded see
no barrier. Come over an herr all
about it Suppe, at 6
CAMPUS CHRISTIAN GINTER
300 South Tenth

Spartan
& San
Lay, 9:45 a.m.

ri-C
A11101110

Seminar
with Hilt,. Sands

5:45 p.m. Meeting
Coming

The Haiiinureen parts
and Gine.1 S ilk. Oct. 20

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH SERVICES
8:30, 11:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m.

-
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On Sale Wednesday

Greek Lawmaker Lends Name
To Campus Feature Magazine
In June. 1946, the efforts of a
SJS coed resulted in the birth of
a 50-page campus feature magazine called "Lycurgus."
The name was shortened to
Lyke within four yeais, but the
magazine itself continued to grow
in both quality and quantity,
reaching an all-time "big" issue
LYKE DOLLS?Maybe in the past. But, back issues of Lyke magof 68 pages and a circulation of
5,000 with the fall 1962 issue,
azine show that presentation of ’’Lyke Dolls" in bathing suits is
which will hit campus Wednesday.
relatively new. In the old days, "Dolls" were shown in portrait
Although the "child" among SJS
wearing sweaters with sky-high necks.
campus publications. Lyke magazine has matured rapidly in the
past five years and now ranks
among the top college feature
magazines in the U.S.
Zoi.3 62ei _Actiuctintel
AWARD WINNER
Proof of this are various awards
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
"Must a Christian Live in TenDr. Henry Era, an authority on the magazine has received, includsion With His Culture?" will be the teaching of reading, will be ing the top and only magazine
Five Qualified Experts
the topic for the weekly Roger key speaker at torncarcw’s 9:30 award made in 1961 national judgTo Serve You
ing by Sigma Delta Chi, National
Williams
Fellowship program at a.m, meeting ot the Santa Clara
WAY
ANOTHER
THERE’S
journalism fraternity.
County
International
Read
in
g
ANDERSON’S
Grace Baptist Church, 10th and
To RELAX ON FRIDAY
Since the featuie magazine’s
Council in TH55.
E. San Fernando streets, Sunday
BEAUTY SALON
Dr. Fea’s subject will he "Teach- birth 15 years ago, periodic
17 S 4th
Phone 292-0055 evening at 6:15.
ing Literature in Today’s World." searches have been made to find
The program will consist of role He is visiting professor of educa- out why it was named "Lycurgus,"
playing as a means of discussion tion at the University of Califor- who was an ancient Spartan lawof the topic, and is scheduled for nia. Dr. Fea is also associate pro- maker.
Although a satisfactory reason
the Fireside Room of Grace Bap- fessor of education at the Univerhas yet to be found, the following
tist Church.
sity of Washington.
The public is invited to attend
Dr. Paul H. Rotten, president was printed in the first issue of
the program and also a 90-cent of the council and associate pro- the magazine, June 1948:
NAME SEARCH
supper given each Sunday eye- fessor of education at SJS, will
067
E. Santa
t 16th
"When we were about to give
ing at 5:40 in the Fireside Room. preside.
birth to our love child, the mag,
we needed a name; and so it came
to pass that one day Maggie
Moore, the Simone Ligrette of
the staff, was seated outside the
Publications Office on a pile of
cigarette butts thoughtfully placed
Frozen Orange Juice
6 for $1.00
there by the fearless crusaders of
Nulaid Eggs, Med., Grade AA
the Daily . .
1
390 dozen
"She was pursuing a volume enAssorted Lunch Meats
2 lbs. for 890
(Editor’s note: This is the third arti- merit service dates back to 1923."1 titled "Luck of Roaring Camp" by
cle in weekly series concerning stuThe placement service gets job; Dimitrios Roskolnikotf when the
Hours: Daily --9:00 to 9;00
dent centered business enterprises on
Fre* Parking in our Lot
offers in a variety of ways. Last idea occurred to her to call the
Sunday-9:00 to 6:00
the San Jose State campus.
Thrifty Green Stamps
year 250 companies and 140 school mag Lycurgus, after her multice011111111!11111111111111111116I6111111111610111116111161101111111611161111111111H11101:111111111111111111111911111
districts sent representatives to phalid uncle or
uncles .-who
By JANE HOYT
One out of every two students Interview students. Response was being studied in the zoology
at SJS was placed in a job last comes from readers of Frank lab on the campus."
Maggie Moore was the creator
year by the Student Placement Freeman’s newspaper column: letters pour in daily, and telephone and flint editor of Lyke
Service of SJS.
Earlier issues of Lykc were pubkeileineweeleseamsieween
Students have been placed in calls bring in still more jobs.
STORE FOR MEN
Services of this department are lished by students as an "extramany and varied jobs ranging
Downtown, San Jose
from teachers and business lead- free to both the student and the curricular" activity, under an edSince 1925
ers to gunslingers, fire-eaters, and 1prospective employee. The student itorial board of seven faculty
body pays $150 yearly and the members.
sleep-vvalker watchers.
Because of the magazine’s pubThe job title sleep-walker rest is paid by the state.
lication of "objectionable" matewatcher went to a boy who wa,
ALL OVER WORLD
rial and because of financial conhired to watch an elderly gentleThe student placement service
man when he was asleep. When has placed students all over the ditions. Lyke was later placed unHARRIS
SLACKS
the gentleman started to walk United States and the world -- der the wing of the Journalism
in his sleep, the student’s job was New York, Florida, Virginia, Alas- and Advertising Department by
the college administration.
to steer him back to bed.
ka, Hawaii, and Bermuda. It
The decision of whether Lyke
Unusual jobs such as this, how- places alumni as well as current
ever, are not so frequent as teach- SJS students. This is a service should be a typical college humor
ing jobs. Last year the Student for which all alumni are eligible. magazine like Stanford’s "Chappie" o ra distinctive feature-litPlacement Service placed 1.250
For students who desire vacateachers in elementary, secondary tion jobs out of the San Jose erary magazine was made by offschools and colleges. It also placed area, the placement service has
500 students and graduates in an interchange with Bay Area
business and industry.
colleges, and, on a smaller scale,
"WEAR -GUARANTEED"
with colleges in Southern CaliRACK TO HMS
fornia. In this way a student may
"Records of the Student Placeget a job in his home town by
A day of activities, a host of
ment
Service
date
hack
100 years
SLACKS
being referred to the college near- diplomatic envoys and authentic
to 1861," stated Dr. Edward W. ’
fsst his home.
native dancers will combine to add
Clements, director of the placeThe slack with the shin.
color and excitement to the fourth
GRADS, TOO
ment service. "Our modern place.
trim effect in -WearDater
San Jose United Nations
NoW last year was a placement annual
55% Acrilan acrylic,
ice for graduate students in Day Festival to be held Saturresearch and advanced study. day, Oct. 27.
45X, Rayon with the 10011
Exhibits on world peace. exThis is a new but very interestof textured worsteds.
ing field," said Dr. Clements. "As change of world cultures and extime goes on, more students will pressions from far-away countries
Automatic Washand-Weer
be going into graduate study, and will also he featured in the proand unconditionally
placing students in graduate gram scheduled from noon to 11
guaranteed to gres you one
schools is just as important as p.m. at Exposition Hall at the
I’
Santa Clara County Fairgrounds.
placing students in jobs."
tun year of normal wear
One of the outstanding events
Students wishing to get jobs,
be
or your money will
either full or part-time, should of the festival will be the art
register with the placement serv- competition for students and
refunded by Chemstrand.
ice in the administration building. adults.
Burnished tones.

Christian Program
At Baptist Church

Reading Authority
Talks Tomorrow

LYKE oct 240
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Food

Clen
Here’s Your Weekly
Spartan Specials:

ter
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-

SJS Placement Service
Offers Variety of Jobs

Fairgrounds Site
For U.N. Festival

HARRIS

90p

A decta6le

staff students in a debate carried
on through the letters to the editor column of a December 1948
issue of Lyke
One male student wrote "... of
course, some of the jokes are on
the border, but . . . anyway, my
mother enjoys them!"
Earliest issues of Lyke fell more
into the category of a literary
magazine. Fiction and poetry made
up a majority of the material
printed.
One startling change the magazine has experienced is in the presentation of its "Lyke Dell." Originally called "Lykeable Doll" and
"Lyke’s Girl of the Month," presentation moved (roan one-page
graduation-type portraits of the
women to multi-page layouts of
the "Doll" in bathing suits.
As back issues of Lyke show,
the problems of students haven t
changed much since 1996: parkinc.
cam pus architecture, fashions
sports, and how and where tt.
spend "leisure time."
But as a comparison of past met
-

lit
Qlrtat ilipe filmy
47

North Firtt Street__

SAVE
2c 81 3c

lcut-rent issues als,, show, methods
of presenting the,,,’
problems in a
magazine can and have improVed.
Changes will again be seen is
Wednesday’s issue, which promises
to be "bigger and better has
rr," according to
manager.
USED CAR CORNER
61 Falcon
2 door
61 Falcon -Future" .....
59 Chevrolet
4 door sedan
60 Chevrolet "Impale"

$1.495
$1,795

$1,195
$2 295

EARL WILLIAMS
MOTORS
(Class OF ’5f )
1199 S. First St.
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Hurry Gals! 00
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0
Get Your Party 00
0
Dress This Week 0
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Don’t wait another week tc
your dress for that special
coming date. Perry’s has
hPieta selection of beautiful
styles in Cocktail and party dress,

ETHYL
319

from $19.95
MAJOR OIL CO. GASOLINE

PURITAN OIL CO.
4th & William - oth & Keyes
10th & Taylor

00000000080’
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§
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206 South First StrPr.i.
298-3155
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SPECIAL STUDENT RATE

TYPEWRITER RENTALS
$5.00

Complete stock of
NEW TYPEWRITERS &
ADDING MACHINES,
TO01
ROYAL. REMINGTON,
SMITH -CORONA,
UNDERwOOD

PER MONTH

Adding
als. Expert mr
sereic on Al
CHINES.

1

HUNTER’S OFFICE EQUIPMENT1
71 E. San Fernando

CY 4-2091
.t.AR

Friday October 26
is the day
for

the PEACOCK

Aittittg

All sizes

$7.95

There’s a tastetempting

dish

for you on our menu.
Be it a mouth-watering hors
d’oeirtre or a serumpti ))))
- B01441111011.!, ftxprrt
chefs prepare your meal

Other
Harris slacks
from $4.95

Irons start to finish with lovMg care.

11.’e proudly announce the addition of

HELENA RUBENSTEIN
In our list of

DORTI I Y GRAY * COTY * MA X FACTOR
C %RE NONE * ’FUSSY * REVELON
COLONIAL DAMES * anti others

the time’s
right for you to start pampering your taste buds.

PHOTO

The ’lining’s always tlelect

SERVICE

SO MOO. fin in

fine rnsmenrs

PRESCRIPTIONS
SPECIALISTS

HALL MARK
CARDS

able at
WI.

-4YRIE
-

FOR ME 111
C.LAF A AT ’oCCOND

4ZWI451,r

(Jur, Monde, and Thursday til 9 p.m.
Perk Fre. et KIPP
70 S,Ith

Plus

IC

9,V.

S. and H Gren Stamps

Green Stamps

1101

SIP.

First St.

A

MACY

Our 22nd Year Serving San Jose State Students
Phone 292-5502
518 So. 10th St. near William

S?1)11M(
To The
Spartan Daily

ki

TASC To Elect
Officers Today

Fellowships Offered

tiSc Toward an Aeti%i Stu-

ine
ne
methods
Inns in a
impinved,
seen is
promise,
Cr than
e

By

Honor

will meet thi.dent Community
1,1 Lainlula Theta, national
in (11231.
3:30
at
afternisin
Ray ’11’ a nd professional association
raiding to acting chairman
!or women in education. is offerThe group will elect ofing two fellowships of $3,000 each
and
semester
fall
jicers
jeers for the
aiscuss preparations for its threeartbegin,
lecture series, which
Monday.

141/(0/1--9/1//

deasure
VER

2720 Alum Rock Blvd.

CL 8-8656

5 495
El 795

you

Invites
to

52
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CHA CHA
SWING

JvIS

TWIST
I,

2 7597
.814WIPA7
4774.16

At

Dance

their

Lesson Session .
Every Wednesday Nlght
8 to 10 pi.
1-,41.14,19 former Arthur Murray
,ndruofor, FREDDY MARIEA
$2.00 per hour per couple
DANCING
DINING
REFRESHMENTS
Your Alumni Hosts:
Gene Guerra and Jim Balesfriori

11111.1111.
AT
Kill/1111
..STEREOPHONIC
-MONAURAL

p.

PONCA..
P0

This Week

.rty
’eek

Ray Charles

t.

Prof To Discuss
Sociological Study
On Local Telecast
Dr. Harold M. Hodges Jr., associate professor of 500i010*’, will
d is cuss his recently published
"Peninsula People" on Saturday’s
presentation of "Perspective" at
10 a.m. over KNTV, Channel 11.
"Perspective" is a weekly series
produced by members of the San
Jose Slate College community.
This week’s program will he under
I he student direct ion of Robert Josin. Frank T. McCann, assistant
professor of speech, will produce
telemst.
Dr. Hodges’ book, a survey of
over ten thousand people of the
San Francisco Bay Area, is a roe of his findings of social strati cation in a California megapolis.

ALL

ii

DR. HAROLD M. HODGES, JR.
. . . "Perspective" guest

"Greatest Hits"
Anti -Guerrilla Drive

$3.18

N
19.951

rrr:t

266 SOUTH FIRST

v-

OPPOPTE ILIA THEATER

VALLEY FAIR

TiC0.4S TaCOS
4th and St. James

NT
W91
r

The Very Best

Fails for Viet Nam
A I GO N, South
Nam
1’1’1
The South Viidnamese
government’s biggest drive to
crush the country’s Communist
rebels ended in failure yesterday.
The offensive lasted elebt days
and involved more than 6.000 government
troops, hundreds of
American advisers and support
people and American -supplied
equipment.
! The end result was 40 Communist Viet Cong guerrillas killod
and two captured. In addition, a
few weapons were taken and 131
z guerrilla sampans destroyed by
gunfire from planes and helicopters. Communist casualties from
these air strikes were unknown.
Government forces suffered two
killed and 27 injured. One U.S
helicopter was forced down durio. the ’operation and later had
t destroyed.
Many American advisers felt
the operation was a failure be valise so little was gained for expeoditure of so much time and
eff, ’rt. in an enterprise that was
(N.:fly to the American taxpayer.
The communists refused to fight
the large government concentrations of troops, preferring to melt
away into the rice paddies a.nit
omtinue the Klierrilla tactics
which ha e beon

Society

Business Prof
Will Attend
Oregon Meet

Aril.iellter,

. to

11311,.V-5

SI’ %RT
". 1’162

,

Unusual Ta!ent?
S;rn Up for Job

t:

f,,c graduate %nonieti in education,
acconling to Don Ryan, assistant
Ii) the dean of students.
4,,
Awards will be made to women
Arthur Hoverland.
1- !ant
oof promise or distinction who pre- lessor of business management
sent a proposal for research which
San Jose State, will have
:opiesents a potential contribu.!
for a weekend busily’s atm-..
in to education theory or praetrillion conference dealing 1. ..
v.
Applicants shozild have complet-’ mayfly with the modern comp.!’
i I at least one year of graduate, Held at Oregon State Cone...
Ryan said. Postdoctoral! in Corvallis, the meet is spins.,
’,searchers will ix! considered ! by the Northwestern
Universit..,
also.
Business Administration ConferDeadline for applying is Jan.
3. Awards will be announced no ence. Representatives Iron:
ivirthwestern colleges will attol,d
later than April 15.
Details are available through
Professor Ifoverland, who teach- .
Ryan’s office, Adm269, or may es business electronic data procbe obtained by writing Pi Lambda
essing in the SJS business school. ISLAND DWELLERS Jo.,
Theta, 927 13th St . N.W,. Wash- !
said the program will deal with Fontaine and Joan Collins Sr’
triLlon,
the role of the computer and its shown in a scene from tonight s
impact on schools of bsusiness ad- Friday Flicks, sponsored by the
ministration. along with the prob- Senior Class. Adm:-sion to the
lem of integrating the computer event is 25 cents for studeris.
for most effective use.
FROM HAWAII
Incinded among the sPeakia--;
Crispy -fresh 3 -flower yanda
are such notable figures in the
orchld corsage air delivered
computer fields as Dr. Ned Chap$2.50 each. Bulk order
in. noted author on the subject
10$1 75 es.: 20$1.50 ea.
and Dr. R. Clay Sprow14, ac.istant
A director
POLYNESIAN EXOTICS
of the Western I iat
410 Nal-tua St., Waikiki, Hawaii
Communt-t Czechoslovakian diplo- Processing
Center.
mat traded shots with police yesterday after the diplomat t’ ear he
was driving crashed dining a Wt..’
mile an hour chase that led from ’
New Jersey into Pennsylvania.
The diplomat was wounded by
polim, then shot himself in the
head.
Richard Dee, a spokesman for
St. Luke’s Hospital where the man
was taken, identified him as Karel
Zizka, an attache with the Czechoslovakian mission to the United
Nations in New York.
Dee said the mission identified
Zizka after the hospital called the
mission. The mission, contacted in
New York, refused to comment.
New Jersey state troopers said
they began chasing the car when
it as seen speeding near Clinton.
N.J.
The chase led over the Delaware
River bridge into Easton, Pa.,
where Pennsylvania state police
joined the pursuit.
! The motorist, who was not immediately identified, lost control
of the car and it crashed into a
blockade set up by police.
The Miter stepped out of the
car with a pistol in his hand and
fired a shot at Cpl. John E. Uditis.
tis re t urned the fire and
wounded the driver in the arm.
The driver then turned his gun
in himself and ,hot himself in the

I Hs LI the
,.. Adm2:14 and the
,..0, Adm252 are
ddents to 111 a spe-

:
t

i,p
d job
t
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Czech U.N. Envoy
Speeds; Guns Self
After Police Chase
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CARS
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Offir,r Car Services
cc’- Dcouit Prices
C’SCOUNT LUCRITORIUM
tth & o’EYES
CY 5-6257
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Quartz Fibre Brain
Responds to Word
11:DH A
NEW
cell made of quartz fibers th it
can understand a spoken word
and react to it was demonstrated
yesterday by Sperry GyrosemH
The company said the device.
railed the Sceptron, is a major
scientific breakthrough and maj
lead to the development of machines that obey commands. It
was invented by Robert Hawkins.
The company salt! Soptron
eould he used to make some factory machines obey spoken commands It also could be made to
ohey visual signals or mkt) sound
.ignals. as well as the voice. It
k’s wisild be useful in medicine
to detect sounds inside the body
that reveal heart damage.

of
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TICO’S TACO
Iii

SENIORS

i.- prepared will’
tit gist. it

for space-age thinkers on the Bell System team. World leader in communi(ationsfrom missile guidance
Bell System offers opportunity unlimited for today’s
graduates. Come in and find out liow far you can go with the Bell System.

systems to telephone calls relayed by satellitethe

Economics
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REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT careers
in the State of California’s multi-billion dollar
highways and water programs.

(4 Pacific Telep!ione
riat,s f,,1 (1,
’,nical and non-technk .
and administrative pw,itions it Calilui, iii,

/V;003,mfgasatte
:
!!!! i
the
’. 1 ;tates

4111o.,
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This team will continuo to give consideration to all qualified applicants for ernployment without regard to
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Buyiness
Admintstration

II II

Filf‘fis (11r lotori

meld,

Positions are in RIGHT OF WAY - the profession
of appraisal, negotiation, acquisition, and
armagement of real property - in the Division
of highways.
MAKE AN INTERVIEW APPOINTMENT

Tico’s Tacos

NOW

4th and St. James

AT YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE.;

rtWOMIIIIMAIIMInel11111111111

INTERVIEWING ON OCTOBER 25 AND 26
PLACEMENT OFFICE
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Football Wife
Not Grid Expert

11..T! Y

SJS Booters End H ome Slate
fliliqht at 8 Against SFCC
,

.; snap a Lite-eante
, and close its home
:.
on a t’ inning note. San .10,e
will entertain
.
I t liege ton
:.!X in spt: iii Slittli1.1111
Mate.il pitting the

SJS JV’s against SJCC’s reset tee
will open the evening’s action at
630.
City f’ollege, the only two-year
school in the Northern
Intercollegiate
l’onferenec
has
won or tied for the title I r the
three years and is making
, ;her
this se:aim
,, a

a

h

rt

i)i,111.11.1141141.11.,,

ha% a. won throe straight
leiv4sie outings and are- fat tared
I,, make It finer In a riot tonight.

11111,

s it 2t

.1111e

peel when Cal re-fused to pl.,
(’(’SF because the athletic depart
ment felt that it might -jeopardize the p.ogram to continue playing a two-year institution."
Heels forfeited the eotueu
ok the litres in league stand ced
It is the;r only loss in (sinkI’s,1.1v
not
as
ent lv
;add ;is the Strawberry Canyon
ic-leade. and the Cal Aggies weredie Ivo caw!: team; to be victim lit. -/m. -ilia PilMS in

Thr

Rams are led by a pair
1:’ii I All...tmericatos, Knalle
11,1.onz and eenter-halfr
:old a Noels
l.aeI,
of siot

See us for all yea- bakery needs.:
Wedding cakes, party pastries,,
birthduy cakes and pies.
Son Jose’s finest independ,nt
baker y

For a Vudy Break, Bow!!

PALM BOWL
23 W.
CV

San Carlos
4-2810

27

Sdo
...

OPEN
TILL 9
Monday
Thu7sday
Friday

DISCOUNTS
STUDENT

ELECTRONIC PARTS & HI Fl EQUIPTMENT

nited liadio and T.V. Supply Co.
\\ 114 )1.I.,11.1.. 1)1s1111111 TOlis
4:\

1125 V. SAN (ARIA

8-1212

Third Annual
FEDER:44,

CAREERS DA

The
of neo:comirs is headed by 111SiriP right Wal/ion than, fullback Jose Flores.
fallback Andres Nabong and intie left Joe Simon. All four were
;I standouts itt San Francisco.
Retnrning along with Pina and
liefaing are left wing Ivan Hereider, right wine Tom Winn.
Illhaek Lee Wurtenburg and full Lek Zamit Sherwood.
either CCSF standouts in early
Play have been right half
fl Taylor. center forwaid Larry
-317e If and Olaf Stromeir at right

Aka
will
replace
f; wing, and sprinter
;;m tanaghemi will probably get
ee starting call at right wing.
In ari attempt to get more
sirine punch up front. Coach
:Ile Menendez has moved Diet lay D-mc ter up to center forDerneter’s tegular center
;If -lot %till he filled by FA Zuclot.
’

717CHENAL
(43.10)

will he on cimpus to
a-:

keentinting N Finance
Lay. 1:,ith:r+ nicht
Wonten
.111ministration
it

. ://pui,i/JI/P:7/

The ATO No. 2 team handed the
Red Hoard its second loss when
Dom Ascani ran for the only
touchdown of the game. Put the
Red Hoard did trap Aseani for a
safety to make the final score 6-’2.
In other A League action
Hall won its %Mid sielight
by downing the At e ROTC! ;
; I
\
Tony Nat if()
, tht,
stPad

ANDERSON
(21-6)

d. ASIJ
li ef

t.

( :i-:(!iar

some
Sherry
guard
rough-

Moulder Hall Battles
The Beavers to Tie

Mouldrr Hall, which had one
preveies win to its credit, put up
a staunch defensive effort and
tied the Heavers. 0-0, and thus
the Boavers dropped farther behind the Cal -Hawaiians who now
lead League A with five wins, la,
ho has been one
losses.
7 ,,nstslont performers
The Cal-Hawanans aided then
spa- tuns. broke a finger
,;(1 his left hand in the Cal match own cause by thumping Markham
net will he out of action for at Hall, which suffered its fifth loss.
against one win.
,ea ite., weeks.

M (27-7)

OHJ di

i,>t1%%ing opporttittitie!, II, s!sch

JUNIOR LEAGUETiny Ronda Lee Lincoln picks up
football pointers from a game program read by her mom
Lincoln. Sherry and Ronda are the family of SJS football
Cecil Lincoln. Sherry maintains that her little girl "is such a
neck, she could probably play the game well."

1 NIiirad, nho saw aetion
liot (al Nionday. Is not In
shape. hot will probably
’
.:1 :it inside ril-Itt in place of
nho ha.. bien
lipan
lo lilt half.

Ai.

Prr..itr."

Oho St
at OSU

The International House maintained its perfect record when it
’defeated Moulder Hall No, 2, 16-6.
Hob Fulteret continued his Milliant passing as he completed two
more touvhdown throws, both to
Chad Schneller,
The Pink Tub recorded its third
win of the season by shutting out
the Hirchers, 13-0. Gary Pnochigan
ran hack a pass interception for 25
yards and a score. Ynez Garcia
passed to J. T. Ellis for a 15-yaid
scoring play.
The Rebels blanked SAE No. 2
by a 1.141 margin. The Rebels now
have two wins and four losses.
SAE No. 2 dropped its second
raime, against three victories.
The Air Force ROTC a
-ver the Libidos. Also in
DSP won its fifth

I

(26-7)

W1WAMS
(41-15)

GUIBOR
(39-17)

JONES
(28-14)

A (21-18)

A (32-8)

S (14.6)

M (28-6)

M (24-12)

M (28-7)

M (17-14)

M (16-14)

O (14-0)

O (16-14)

O (21-14)

(14-7)

M (8-6)

O (14-7)

(14.7)

O (20-12)

O (9.6)

O (21-18)

O (21-14)

O (21-7)

O (216)

O (324)

O (21.16)

O (35-21)

O (41-7)

U (14-0)

U (14-7)

U (22-8)

U (28-15)

U (28-13)

U (35-8)

U (14-7)

U (14-7)

U (21-7)

U (7.6)

U (14-13)

U (35.14)

Hash al Stan

W (21-7)

W (21-14)

W (16-14)

W (14-0)

W (28-14)

W (24-17)

,it

W (21-14)

W (21-14)

1 (27-20)

1 (16-15)

W (28-27)

W (21-14)

P (14-7)

P (27-6)

P (21-20)

P (81-13)

P (17.6)

P (17-14)
(34-19)

oh at Ten

T (144)

(12-9)

7 (15-14)

’254 at Utah

N (21-6)

N (14-7)

N (26-0)

N (14-12)

N (28-7)

N (24-14)

(14-13)

"In fact." says Sherty, "I’ll be
;_lad when it’s all over in June.
I think this is my last year as a
loot ball wife."
Despite her views, Sherry goes
to all the games Cecil plays in
California. "I like football." she
maintains, "but there can be so
much serious damage done. It really scares me when he’s playing."
Probably what ecares the pretty
housewife most is the thought of
all the cooking she has to do fin;
a lag foothill player, "who eats
like a horse."
Shetry pointed out that she had
made brownies, his favorite food,
one afternoon. The next morning
they were all !tone.
"I know I didn’t eat ’em." she
joked.
13ut when Cecil is away weekends, Sherry misses not having
him there to cook for.
"Weekends seem to drag along.
and I get pretty lonesome." she
feels.
One lively little companiim

t!You can get more insurance
later on, even if you can’t pass
the physical exam at that time.
Hard to believe? Call me and
show you how. No obligation.),

*BRUCE OLSON
351 N. 26th Street
San Jose, Calif.
Tel: 2984031
representing
THE COLLEGE LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
OF AMERICA
... the only Company selling
exclusively to College Men

Acriass From’ the
brai-(-iii and San Fernando

HENRY
(37-19)

A (21-14)

(14-7)

time.

MLIDAY FAST SEW*

’alet USC

it Par

Sherry, an attractive 5-foot
5-inch brownette, claims she still
doesn’t know much about her husband’s sport even though they’ve
been MarriPli a year and set-en
months, and have known e etc h
, other for eight years. C’eeil has
played football through all of this

If ontinned on Page 7)

’1CLA at P44

Wisc

Bruce
Olson*
says

Lincoln.

Spartan Daiiy Grid Seiections

ef:nr.-(!zn . ()et. 91. 14162
a.m. ’0) 1:00 p.m.
()nice. Quad
l’ederal reprcmntatie.-

ito

Sherry has is towheaded
By P1111)1 STAVIG
n./It
For the unmarried female who Lee, the Lineolns’ nine -month -old
daughter. The petite Miss
keeps
thinks she’ll never catch a man
mama
plenty
busy scurrying
unless she’s an extent on sports,
around the tiny Spartan village
mechanics, business, finances and bungalow where the
Linei,Ins have
a
the-re
all the "manly" fields,
lit-eel since rebrua ry.
word of encouragement.
In the future. Sherr , taht, it’.
Nineteen-year -old Sharelle Lin-1 scribes herself as "just
coin is living Kiwi that a man wife now." looks forwird 1,,
1,;i1he izing a life-lime dream
doesn’t want competition
itl
just wants a soft, feminine woman; ing a registered nurse. mu,
for his wife.
Cecil’s June graditatien. di-- plans
"The first time I went In a foot- to enroll in nursini.
.,1
ball game, I asked my girl friend
where the bases were," says
She-rry, who. dirspite her feminine
naivete ;shout football, nabbed a
tall, husky SJS guard, Cecil

at ":78

G (30-28)

G (30-21)

G (31.17)

S (32-31)

G (28-27)

G (34.17)

Nash el Phil

W (24-21)

P (21-14)

P (27-10)

W (28-24)

P (28-14)

P (28-24)

:ak at Buff

B (21-7)

B

B (21-7)

B (35-16)

B (14-7)

B (41-32)

Midget Races in San Jose Sunday
;a
’ ,i11’1111(1, 111+:11 1961) mut
I1H
ill
of tlie lad ieres lot en),,.;1 ’61; Jimmie Di:’,,
in ’60 and ’61: and 12-.1, 5V -1w .
11 start the
auto rat r’
runnerup t it Davis’s both yea sra ts;I
the United currently Iiiessine him for lilt,
50 -la p main
States Auto Club midget races !yearis min!

tait

Delicious Fish-wich
with spicy tartar sauce

39e
King Size Hamburger
-A Meal In Itself"

39e
Juicy Hot Dogs
Erery Sunday
Nor

Students Over 21, Attention!!

. 1415 t -I1

Sumlay afternoon at San Jos(
Sp( eriway.
Among the famed entries are
A .1. Foyt. national champion in
--

Parnelli Jones, winner of the
sprint ear division this year, and
!San Jose’s own George Hen.con are
also expected.

,

Cref NOW’ flekt’iti 1101%

for the 1st Animal San .10-c

Artists’ & Models’ Ball
lettiber 2(). 1962. (next FriolaN

in the

lerrare Room of the Ilimaiian Gar(Ien4):3()

1).\1. til 208

Entertainment starring

CRISMON’S MARKET

"ni(;

Iii

(Formerly Chargin’s 5th St. Market)

Open Under, New Management
right here with top quality

Grocer-

Fresh Meats, Breakfast Rolls,
Ready-made Sandwiches, and much

The one lotion that’s cool, exciting
brisk as an ocean breeze!

ORCYAke

the shave lotion men recommend lo other men/

more
lcecp the

all at prices that

food bills DOWN.

Opt" Mon. thru Sal horn 7:30
397 So. Silt St.
a.m. to 8.30 p.m. Sun. 9:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.

1- wants all the lianditns there I
Stephen Paul Orchestra.

Singers., Dancers. Comedians. rte.
drass ing. conte.1 S. co -I
prize’

The meals that you enjoy most begin

ies,

AV’ COLLINS of (:Itatosel 7

8 Reno Trips
and a

$111000 Mink ....-cfole l" the

Ylleell

Dress: semi -formal. anti -formal or 110stllini.

GET TICKETS -IT N ITMN 1/, I) INCE STI MO.
coRIVER (11.’ .3RD & E. SIN FERN INDO - - OR
11 III, .S.I.00 PER T/CKET /N (ASH. cllt:Ch OR
.110NEY ounty If an NAME & .1D/MEss 711
in la sh/NNER. /0.3 E. S IN I’ERN INIH)!

Top Cross Country Duel
)rt -SJS at Stanford Today

Ronda
ion t h -old
ss keeps
Vii
:Ins

Who de.
a house.
to nat.
Ilrrr,m.

third ranked
With the first and
nation
cress country teams in the
,,,,ipeting this afternoon at Stancompetition between San
fad, the
and the Indians has
State
Jo:c
Len tabbed as one of the top dual
California by
lieets in Northern
Miller.
coach Dean
by
San Jose State, rated first
Field Newsletter,
the Track and
sends a group of men that should
Indians more
give the Stanford
trouble than a band of outlaws.
Actually. Miller’s "Bandits" are
distance men in
some of the top
the nation.
All-Americans Jeff Fishback
list. Danand Ron Davis head the

ny Murphy, last year’s national
frosh record holder at six miles
and 10,000 meters is currently
the top man on Miller’s crew. Ben
Tucker, Jose Azevedo and Gene
Gurule follow Fishback, Davis and
Murphy in the top ten.
The "Bandits" are rounded out
by four freshmen. Joe Neff, Mike
Lamendola, John ’,actin and Diet
Kraus all placed high in the Sacramento State event to crash the
top ten.
Stanford’s course is one of the
nation’s moat consistent for times
and length. Over the 4.6 miles
some of the best marks have been
recorded. Since It its partially located on the Stanford golf course,
most of the running area ean be
seen from one vantage point.
SJS spikers have set some of
the better marks on the Stanford
course, too. When Murphy was
only a freshman, he ran the fourth

Dinner
Lunch
Dancing Nitely
to the 3D’s
Calypso Hrm Wyatt
Cont. Entertainment

surance
it pass
at time.
and I’ll
lion.),

PLAZA LANES BOWL
SPARTAN NITE Every
& Tues. 9 p.m. till 7
Lcated Story & White Rds.
CL 9-2262
6186.

a

Party

Join

the

Fun,

GO BATTERY CO.

ON

SPECIAL TO STUDENTS AND FACULTY
NEXT WEEK ONLY

GROUP 1 6-VOLT BATTERIES

$5.00
11(1Y

Our new and reconditioned batteries all have an
18 MONTH GUARANTEE

Selling
Oen

1111111NOF

Oct sixth year serving the West
Coast with quality batteries

GO
Ou, eighth plant on the West
now opening in San Jose
Coast

H.%TTERY CO.

750 Almaden Ave.

Phone 295-2581

STATE MEAT MARKET
Complete Line of First
Quality Meats, Wholesale and Retail

THIS WEEK’S SPECIALS:
Tender, Boneless BEEF STEW MEAT
lot Quality SKINLESS WEINERS
Fresh LINK SAUSAGE

89 lb.
65
45 lb.
49
59 lb.

ARMOUR STAR BACON, one pound size
Two Pound Thick Sliced
Plenty of FREE PARKING
Wholesale to Frets, Sororities and Boarding Houses

lb.

lb.

. $1.09

just
think
of it.

LOS ANGELES (UPI)
The
new date and site of the Archie
Moore-Cassius Clay heavyweight
elimination bout will be annouced
soon, according to boxing promoters Cal Eaton and George
Parnassus.
The fight originally had been set
for Oct. 23 in the 101,000 seat outdoor Los Angeles Coliseum. But it
was postponed to avoid conflict
with the middleweight championship fight between Gene Fullmer
and challenger Dick Tiger in San
Francisco on the same date.
The Fullmer-Tiger match was
reset when rain caused a three-day
delay in the World Series at San
Francisco.
Both the aging Moore and the
20-year-old Clay sparred Monday
at their local training camps.
Moore went four rounds with
heavyweight Howard King and
Clay went three rounds with his
brother, Rudy.

Moulder Hall Ties
(Continued from Page 6)
game by shutting out the Pink
Tub Annex, 7-0. Jerry Chaine completed two touchdown passes for
the touchdown and the point-aftertouchdown.
FRATERNITY LEAGUE
W. L. T.
Phi Sigs
3 1 0
DU
3 0 2
PiKA
3 1 1
SAE
311
ATO
2 2 0
LCA
2 2 0
Theta Chi
1 1 2
Sigma Chi
2 3 0
Sig Eps
2 3 0
DSP
I 3 0
Theta Xi
I 3 0
Sigma Pi
0 4 0
Sigma Nu
0 4 0
A LEAGUE
Cal -Hawaiians
Th B
s
Allan Hall
Rad Hoard
Mouldar Hall
ATO No. 2
ROTC
Markham Hall
Lad Manor

5 0 0
411
3 2 0
3 2 0
3 3 I
2 3 0
I 40
1
0
0 4 0
LEAGUE B

DU No. 2
4 0 0
DSP No. 2
5 1 0
Phi Sign No. 2
3 1 0
Libidos
3 2 0
SAE No. 2
3 2 0
Raiders
2 3 0
Pink Tub Amiss
I 4 0
2 4 0
San Jose State’s championship- Rebels
I 5 0
minded fresh water polo squad AFROTC
won its 13th consecutive match
LEAGUE C
Wednesday by outlasting a stubInternational House
6 0 0
born, and improved, San Jose City
Saints
3 I 0
College outfit, 13-8, in the losers’ ODN
3 I I
pool.
Pink Tub
3 2 0
Allen Hubbard, left guard, Fountain Hall
2 2 I
disoffensive
best
turned in his
Birchers
2 3 1
play of the season by hitting four Moulder Hall No. 2
0 3 I
goals, three coming in the third Rumor’s Raiders
0 5 I
period.
Jeff Logan, playing at right forward, got the Spartababes off to Women’s Net Squad
a good start by tossing in two
S.F. State
quick first period goals. Ray ArveThe Women’s Extramural Tenson added a third one and the
I ocals took a 3-0 quarter ad- nis Group will travel to San Francisco State College for a match
vantage.
With Bill Howard carrying the today at 4 p.m.
Of the eighteen girls turning out
load, the Jaguars rallied for three
strikes in the second period to for the Extramural practice sespull within two goals of SJS at sions, ten were available to make
the trip this week. Those meeting
the half, 5-3.
The Spartan yearlings experi- the SFS group will be: Susan Garenced little difficulty in the third cia, Norma Lamed, Arlene Verstanza, outscoring the Jags 4-0 to hagen, Janice Coonrad, Chery I
Huyser, Leslie Brown, Diana Rice
take a commanding 9-3 lead
Coach Lee Walton cleared the Jan Quetin, Ida Stein, and Jody
SJS bench in the final qUarter Ongam. Team positions have not
and his mermen coasted to victory. yet been determined.

Freshmen Poloists
Win 13th Straight
Over City College

Corner 4th and Santa Clara
CY 2-7726

Tender, Boneless SIRLOIN STEAK

fastest time and the best frosh
mark ever along with Fishback
when they tied for first place.
Their time was 20:26.8. USC’s
Max Truex set the course mark
at 20:15.8 only 11 minutes faster
than the SJS sprinters’ time.
Tom Tuite also qualified high
in all-time marks on the course
with the 11th hest time and the
third best by a freshman. Tuite
is now a sophomore on coach Miller’s team.
Murphy’s time is the fastest by
a freshman, in addition to being
the fourth fastest. Tuite’s mark
was the third fastest set by a
freshman.
As a team, KIS walloped Stanford teat year, 16-42. According to Miller, it was the tearn’s
beset race last season.
Last year’s event saw SJS set
a dual meet record, as the Spartans took six of the top 10 places
besides capturing the first three.
The only Stanford man in the upper five positions was Weym Kirkland who was also a freshman at
the time.
Among the standouts on the
Indians’ squad are Kirkland,
Dave Steinbach, Paul Schileke,
Marten Andrews, Dave Dubener,
Harry McCalla and Rich Kleir.
Stanford boasts a young team
which shows it may have a power
for a couple of years. The Tribe
placed only second to the Spartans at Sacramento. However,
coach Miller fears that the poor
weather conditions at the capital
city may have slowed down the
Stanford team. Earlier this week
he said, "Under different conditions, it will be a different story.
Stanford is much tougher on its
home course."
While Miller called the rase
"one of the top In Northern
California," track coach "Bud"
Winter said it is one of the top
In the United States.
No matter who is more correct,
the meet will decide the major
power on the West Coast. Either
the Spartans will hold their high
honors or Stanford will trade
places with them
Miller is taking his entire squad
to Stanford. This includes all 44
men.

New Date, Site
Of Moore-Clay
Bout Known Soon

Plays

Friday. Oct. 19, 1962

Spartans Face Arizona State
In Quest of First Victory
By JOHN HENRY
The Arizona newspapers are
playing up the fact that "the
annual San Jose State tragedy"
will take place tomorrow night at
Tempe, when the Spartans play
the Arizona State Sun Devils at
7 p.m. PDT.
The tragedy referred to is the
fact that for the past four years
the Spartans have gone into the
game a.s an underdog and have
beaten the highly rated Sun Devil
eleven.
Frank Kush, the Devils’ coach,
has yet to win a game against
the San Jose State gridders. Dan
Devine’s team beat the Spartans
44-6 in 1957, the last time the
Spartans have lost to ASU.
In 1958, Kush’s first year as
coach, the Spartans slipped by
the Devils 21-20. Arizona only
lost three games that year. In
addition to the SJS loss, they
were defeated by 170P and Hardin -Simmons.
In 1959 the win by the Spartans marked the only loss on the
Devils’ schedule a.s they compiled
a 10-1 record. San Jose won the
game 24-15.
In 1960, the Spartans continued
their upsetting of Arizona by defeating the Sun Devils 12-7, one
of only three losses on ASU’s
slate.
Last year the Sun Devils were
once again installed as favorites
for the game at San Jose. The

Frosh Footballers
Seek Second Win
Against Stanford
San Jose State’s strong frosh
football team goes after its second straight win in as many attempts tomorrow morning at 10
against the Stanford yearlings in
mammoth Stanford Stadium.
Both units are coming off impressive trumphs. The Spartababes
routed Cal Poly, 46-0, last weekend, while the Papooses edged a
highly rated USC frosh, 13-6.
The Indian frosh has had the
best of it in recent years, as they
won last year’s tilt by a convincing 33-6 margin. The year before.
the two rivals battled to a 14-14
standoff.
Coached by Dan Stavely, the
Papooses have one of the finest
running backs on the coast in Ray
Handley. Handley is both big and
fast and can run well up the
middle or around end.
Charley Harraway, fullback, and
Bill Wilsey, guard, have been
named as co-captains for the game
because of their fine performances I
against Cal Poly.
Harraway gained over 100 yards
rushing and broke loose for two
touchdown scampers of 59 and five
yards.
Ken Berry, who passed well despite the wet field against Cal
Poly, will start at quarterback,
while Bob Harkins and Hari-away
will be running hacks. Erv Cobbs
will start at flanker back.
Starting in the line are: Lee
Tademy and Bob Davis. ends; Rich
Webber and Roger Miller. tackles:
Wilsey and Terry Dona hu e,
guards; and Bob Johnstone at I
center.

Spartans came through in the last
few seconds to defeat ASU 32-26.
Over the years the San Jose
State eleven ham won 10 games
against the Devils and has hod
three. They have outscored the
ASL’ squad 271-259.
Things look bright again for the
Arizona State gridders as they
have a 2-1-1 record going into
the game. Last week they lost to
West Texas State 15-14 for their
only defeat thus far. The big game
of the season for the Devils was
a 24-24 tie with Washington State.
The Spartans lost to the same
WSU squad 49-8 in a game they
fumbled away. Coach Frank Kush
has stated that there "will be
some changes on our lineup for
the San Jose game."
"I don’t know where we will
make them as yet." Kush singled
out ends Dale Keller and Roger
Locke. Linebacker Chris Stetzar.
tackle Mike Krofchik and halfback
Gene Faster for praise in the Wu-,
Texas game.
The Sun Devils aren’t going
to take the Spartans lightly. Assistant coach Gene Felker, who
scouted San Jose said that "The
Spartans’ 0-4-1 record Is misleading." They’ve played some
fine competition, he said.
According to coach Bob Titchenal, the Spartans will start the
same lineup they have in the last
two contests.
The lineup will be: Left end,
Dave Johnson: left tackle, Larry
Hansen; left guard, Ron McBride; center, Rod Thomas;
right guard, Walt Finitbrook;
right tackle, Joe. Gibbons; quarterback, Rand (’arter: left half,
Larry Doss; right half. Walt
Roberts; fullback, Johnny JohnOne face that will be missinv
from the ASU lineup this year is.
Nolan Jones who was one of the

* * *
Football Statistics

494

Typing Paper (200 Count)

494

outstanding runners in ASU
tory. The past four seasons Jones
was in against the Spartans.
competed from his freshman season on for the varsity and was
a constant thorn in the side of
the SJS eleven.
The replacements. Tony Lorick
and Charley Taylor, me e1s..::111y
k
adept as runners. Lorick
great pass receiver

IBM Typing
Manuscripts or for
Reproduction
Phone 298-0625
Prompt, Accurate
Rates Reasonable

Make
RESERVATIONS
Now For
HOLIDAY
TRAVELING
at
WORLD’S LOWEST
AIRFARES
Rates: leach way, with hot ^
and sleeper seats)
580
’80
69
60
09
*60
*CO

HAWAII
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
DALLAS
MIAMI
DETROIT
PHILA.
CH 1-2626

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS - RUSHING
V/S1 1 f R.4 .f, I
TCB YDS L NET AVG 5, 3400 El Ca"Real, Santa C’.
67 252 9 243
J. Johnson
3 rRoberts
32 152 15 137
4.:
Sunday through Thursday
Collette
12 88 8 80
=00000
Miller
..12 42 4 38
18 51 14 37
Doslak
19 0
19
Darone
5
Paterson
2
15 0
15
7E
2
Jackson
2 2
0
01
H. Engel
11
4.
52 0 52
3
1 20 -19 -6
Doss
Bonillas
10 25 16
9
09
Kane
.
5
9 19 -10
.
12
17 61 -44 -3.6
Carter
1
0
1
D. Johnson
1
0 2 - 2
Center Pass
TOTALS
193 726 160 566
2.9
3.4
OPPON,
268 I 1 It 141 929
PASSING
Alt Cp let Yds TD Per
74 46 3 339 1 .622
Carter
25 10 4 126 0 .402
Bonilla;
20 6 3
68 I .30(
Kane
- - - 119 62 9 533 2 .521
TOTALS
77 39 1 471 5 .505
OPPON.
RECEIVING
NO YDS TO PCT
D. Jr-hnson
. 14
193 1
13..
9
92 0
10 2
Roche .
7
76 0
10 ;
Demos ..
8
69 0
8.n
Doss
4
41 0
10.2
Dralak
6
16 0
2.n
Roberts
7A
Flar
5
39 1
7.
kodI
I
7 0
1
5 0
iiscr
50
5
-t 0-I
-10 0 - 2
86
TOTALS
62 533 2

Before
or
After
the game

COMPARE OUR
EVERYDAY PRICES!
Filler Paper (200 Count)

SPARTAN DAILY-

S

Another great classic joins Villager:
a wool cardigan in the original
spirit of the true sweater. Full
fashioned, with saddle -shoulder
construction ... the from ribboned
on the outside with grosgrain
and buttoned with ocean pearls.

--4-14y4c6VT7

you can open a new
Roos/Atkins SUPER/CHARGE
With just a Reg. Card
and take months to pay!

Lead Pencils

1C

19
8
’2"
57

File Cards (4 a 6) 25c value
Duo Tone Folder
Brief Case $3.98 value
Art Sketch Pods 69c value

BIG
First and Santa Clara, San Jose
wee..

SAVE

STORE

16 L San Fernando St.
(between 1st & 2nd streets)
Phone 294-9015

Angelo’s Steak

House is the meeting place for San

g./te.’WeiZeie
r
Is’ (CO

Jose State students!
$14.95

0)osfices

ANGELO’S
STEAK HOUSE
72 E. SANTA CLARA

FREE
PARKING
38 S. 3rd

Campus Shop - 50 So. 4th 51
npen Thursday night 79 r "Town I Country Village Shop
1

S’

--....1111111117

Frida

*-PART

Help Stamp
Out Illness!
Why risk your health? Don t
let illness ruin your semester.
The San Jose State Health Service will immunize students. faculty and employees for smallpox.
diphtheria, tetanus, typhoid and
influenza today. 1-4 p.m. at 11130.
Consent from parents must tie
obtained fur students under 21

Job Interviews
Remington Rand: Mathematics
and electrical engineering majors.
1..5. Department of Commerce,
Bureau of Public Roads: Chemical

engineering majors.
fkAktkysktkniA" -rj

INSURANCE
PROBLEMS?
We Insure Anyone!

C
C
C

Special Rates for Safe Drivers
LOW MONTHLY PAYMENTS

,i. ens

Insurance 7sers ice

lz 770 Willow St.

CY 7-2854

el2MMEtnarnSitnfrii

HUMIDOR
SMOKE SHOP
339 S. 1st St.
(across form Hale’s)
CY 7-4653

nct

if

1,162

TASC .Toward an Active Student Community I. SJS’s often controversial student political group.
begins its fall activities Monday
afternoon with the first in a series
of three talks on "What Is A
s’ubversive?"
Democratic Assembly candidate
1:issd Searle will be the first
-’..-taker in the series, which will
1...gin at 3:30 p.m. in TH55.
"Besides being a candidate for ,
the Assembly. Searle is on the
board of directors of the Santa
Clara County American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU)." acting’
TASC Chairman Ray Gruenich told
Spartan Daily yesterday, "and it
is in this capacity that we are
lailslV interested in him."
;
The next speaker in the series,
Gruenich said, will be a conservative, and the third presentation
may feature a debate between the
wo viewpoints.
Gruenich expects such topics its
Proposition 24 (The Francis
Amendment I. the House Commitic
on Un-American Activities,
:aid the question of loyalty oaths
to be mentioned in the series.
"We won’t promise that all the
.ondidates will express opinions on
.11 of the topics," he said, "but all
them will be mentioned by at
least one speaker."
This year TASC will operate
more on the lines of a forum for
the expression of varying ideas,
Gruenich said. He added that the
group will lake stands on various
issues.

Never too Crowded

ED’S
LAUNDROMAT

* Barnes & Noble
College Outline Series

Spattatta
CLASSIFIEDS
FOR SALE

Fu -r

ICorrs.

CY 3 3C-^

-o s-

8-11 p.M.

As:It

R

TODAY
Roger Willial11% rellOWSilip and
Wesley Foumilar . folk singina
party. Wesley Foundation, 441 S.

JANE ANDRE
Dresses

KORET

CALL US NOW FOR YOUR
bee, and an
idmittance.

tie s

Coats and Suits

Indonesia Topic
For Zoology Prof

PSA
THANKSGIVING
RESERVATIONS

Sportswear
42 S. It in San Jo,e
622 TOWN &
COUNTRY
VILLAGE
Phone

STEAKS!

:31.17

ARCHIE’S STEAK HOt E

497 N. 13th St.

,
s house. E
Contract for sale
d.SrOunt. CV 3.2673,. Mrs. Clark.

WENDY MORCK IS PICTURED receiving the annual Phi Upsilon
Omicron award bracelet at a tea earlier this week, sponsored
by the honorary home economics society. Miss Morck received
the award, given to the home economic major who attains
the highest grade point average as a freshman. The award is an
inscribed charm bracelet, and is passed on annually. Elainn Steinmetz, chairman at the get -acquainted tea, presents the award.

ifles Offic ers, Spartaguide
Pledge Class
Arizona Bound

1.11.11 ANN

... wear caps, find all swimmers student use.
:,:ast furnish their own suits. TowAn estimated two thousand f ix .
els, however, will be provided.
hundred colleg0 entalue. and K09;
Also on the agenda for this Satirday’s er).-Itec is Inv big fall
dance in WG211. I
sounds from
the Pharoahs af. eleiduled front , DON’T BE DISAPPOINTED!!

$1.10

Hours 6a.m. to I I

* Smokers Accesories
* Complete Stock
of Magazines

eoltim

Siberia Talk

No Waiting

* Meerschaum and
Calabash Pipes

curriculum x: sit,’
he utt.
lized by students. A total of
16,417
phonographs may be tztamuved
As regular as clockwork, both ,
listened to in the librury.
’’s Men’s and Women’s Gyms will’
Also available are 35,882 v(4.
,..11 their doors for weekend Coumes of miemcards, 4,433 it-els st
. when Sat utility mils around ’
microfilm, 24,390
is (il’ June 30, 1962.
..111, more.
267 pictures, 1.997 state textbooks.
This figure included 183,609 gen- and 3.233 Male.
The Men’s Gym will ..11.1. hasket ball and ping- pone opport un- era( books. 19.601 volumes utph.r
:r2
litres, while badminton. croquet,; the heading of juvenile books,
hz7
ping-pong and shuffleboard are on ’053 bound periodicals and
tap at t he Women’s Gym. The theses.
hainpoline will be available from / The above figures do not include
11:..mmi and the pool open from! various other materials avails Iii
! for student use. The binary has
Women swimmers are required 17,700 reproduced documents he
Miss Joyce Backus, college litirarian, has announced that, according to a repozt prepared for
the California State College Board
of Trustees, the SJS Library
Ii’ used a total of 236,090 volumes

24 1-7 180
Dr. James P. Heath, professor
ltah St., 7:30 p.m.
74 W. Son Carlos
CT 7-1700
TAM.% meeting with election. of zoology, will present an illusCH231, 3:30 p.m.
trated lecture, "Indonesia: New’
Women’s Recreation Assoviation, Country, Old Land," Wednesday at
Four officers of the Pershing tumbling, WG21, 4:30 p.m.
p.m. in Concert Hall.
Rifles, lower division ROTC hon- SATURDAY
lecture will cover Dr.
The
Weekend Co-Rec, Men and Woorary society, and a 23 -man pledge
Heath’s experiences on his recent
men’s Gyms, 12:30 p.m.
class will attend the national soWeekend (’u-Bee, fall dance with study leave to the area and is beeiety’s Tenth Regimental Conven- music by The Pharoah’s, Women’s ing sponsored by the College LecCooked the way
tion, to be held tomorrow at Ari- Gym, 8 p.m.
ture Committee.
zona State University, Tempe.
SUNDAY
you like them . . .
Dr. Heath’s talk will cover the
Roger Williams Fellowship, historical background of the Dutch
PR Major Fred Rovai, Regimental Liaison Officer; P R Cap- meeting with topic "Must is East Indies, the effects of the secChristian Live in Tension with His ond World AVar and independence
lain Gary Ogley. commander of
Culture?" Grace Baptist Church, on Indonesia and the culture ot
Come in and try our Campus Specials!
the SJS unit: ad P/R 1st Lts..
10th and San Fernando Streets, 13ali iind
John Pesek and Jerry Fitzgerald. ’
6:15 p.m.
are the SJS officers attending.
TOP SIR! (11\ *11 .kK DINNER
Wesley Foundation, meeting
Also attending, as members of with Rev. George Carter speakthe largest pledge class in recent ’ ing on the "Church and Polyears are: Cadets Jack Allan, Dan- itics," St. Paul’s Methodist Church,
Vatcher, assticiate
Dr. V, ,lc, ii
’ iel Biondi, Ronald Bykowski, Ivan 110th and San Salvador Streets, 6
profess.i.- ..I political science, will
Dinner Steak
urn
Crary.
Cotton,
Paul
Chapel, Henry
discuss his recent trip to Siberia ;
Paul Culcasi, Tony DeCarlo, Frank MONDAY
(Every Saturday and Sunday)
in the Allen Hall
DeMarco, Burt Eigin, Richard GilLambda Delta Sigma, meeting, Monday night
bert, Arthur Hand. William Kay- LDS Institute, 5:45 p.m.
We serve breakfast anytime
lounge, according to the Cultural
ser, Ronald Lew, Donald Merkel.
Sophomores, gi nil,Its for Committee Chairman Cliff GutterAllan Miller. Kenneth Neuwald.
Torre, Inner Quad. 2 p.m.
man.
Tom Parker. Darin Robinson. Dave
talk will hegin at
I.
Women’s Recreatilill Association,
Dr.
545 So. 2nd St
Tobi n. Wayne Tokiwa, Thomas council meeting, WG2. 1:20 p.m.
8:10
l’i. Heine is invited.
\atson and Richard Wholey.
The convention will be held in
the morning, and a luncheon h:is
been planned for noon. The entirii
group will then attend the ASUSJS football game. A party is
planned immediately after t he
game.

RKZUMAZZOWIMUZUVSelf Service
Laundry
& Hair Dryer
* Imported Pipes
and Tobaccos

Library Study Aids
Numbered in Report

Co-Rec Offers
Weekend Fun,
Games, Dance

TASC Schedules
Speaker Series
About Subversives

’,cum" Ended api. - 2 men
. apt. 741 S. 6111. 292

AWS Open House
Planned in Lounge

1962 Galaxie 500XL. 406, 4sp trans. 1,,
of a iie time. $950 + take over pay
WANTED
rren-s, Many extras. ridges, chrome treetn
masters etc. AL 2.8812. Call after Experienced piano, sax. and bass player
8.0C MWF after 10 T, Th.
for R&R combo. CV 3-6542.

151.,

hold an open house in their redecorated Lounge Tuesday from 3
to 5 p.m.
Both students and faculty are
’55 Austin A-40. $150. CV 3-6161.
Elderly gentleman wishes to share home welcome, according to See Curia,
rear coloae w HI young couple. M’30 Ford coupe, Olds power, trans etc. be Pro.esnnt Ph, CY 4-4190,
AWS president. The AWs Lounge
AX 6-6597.
of
- i..cated on the secon.i
Approved male house manage, ’liege Union.
Two approved apt contracts for spring A. b.sstfott
hashers. 292-727C
se’s,. Call Bonnie. CV 8-5471

after 6.

Vaughn’s 121 S. 4th. Slack sale now in
pr,ress, Men Only,

’49 Ford VI good cond. 4 new tires $75
AL 2-9616. Barry Wineroth,
2 Boy’s 3 -speed bikes, very goed shape
’’she 37895l3.
Vespa G.S. esnt. cond. Cat bloc 7.0E,
CY 2-96I6.
For solo. contra. "d manor 620 S.
9-

St.. Bob Searo’t

hp.. I I.

’55 Lambretta $98. Complete siindivalg
$35. CL I-2254.
Ford *53 2 dr. Mesh gd, tire; c,s
qd, gcl buy $195. AN 9-415;

Girl to live in. Wiilqw Glen ern:
CV 2-8588. Salary op
. bus

Female rooms% wanted to share
7.4 ’ 5209.
PERSONALS
,erno..,
Eleanor lt- oo..eel+
reed, roo,o support. Meet R 226 A-

’

Superfluous hair removed for life. N.,.
E 210 S. 1st. CY 4.4495.
SERVICES
Expert typing tern’, papers. Repoos
.serpts a’so editing. 293-3085.
P

Typing-thesis, term papers, etc. Elect, *reewr er. Ph. 377-6498.

Auto insurance for students. Ph 2458 Simea; as/
57 500 mi., sea, 2420. C.,et Bailey Ins. 385 S. Mon,En
ts $395 cash! CY 3-2243.
Typing, all kinds, per poqe.F.:,..Hollywood bed Beauty Res. mat
Joel, ng corrected. 292 2346.
,-,^d Nib. 20. No P6 992 College
LOST AND FOUND
No 2
Lost - pearl ring. Gail. CV 8-5C;
1960 Sprite
I ,50 2 nnn
.«ard.
Appround

apt

Lost red wallet.
6882.

’,I

4.5168
14 lb
’53

Brunswick r, e’j.. beauty and
-rio CY 5-7430.

Pontiac

4 toor.

Runs

16
SSO.,

good.

Marge, AN

TRANSPORTATION
Ride riders Molinbeck. Sunnyvale, RE
£736 E.,es,

MISCELLANEOUS
3-spd Eng. racer $15. Bill Parks, 408 So.
Y4.0151,
JI ’
I
’57 Olds. ,--,olidey 4dr. as. cord
-tn., la
ns $895. 241.2725.
’61

VW

.

Typewriter
’ii
er

q.u7e

"

I.

’
bra, like new, .
$ if, Gene Bely 37’.
3 San Jose 298-2486.

RENTALS
Furnish apt. 3 occupants I block
$106 ail. peid ex. gas. 465 5, 5th.
4-4453.

Only 5 days
’til LYKE-Day
CLASSIFIED RATES:
line first insertion
15c
20c a line succeeding insertions
2 line minimum
TO PLACE AN AD:
Call at Student Affairs OfficeRoom 16, Tower H11 or
Send in Handy Ordr Blank
with Chck or Mony Ordr.
No Phone Orders

MAYFAIR BIKE

,

FOR speedy service

MAYFAIR BIKE
FOR Derailer bikes

MAYFAIR BIKE
FOR

parts and accessories

MAYFAIR BIKE
FOR expert repairs

MAYFAIR BIKE
FOR

highest trade-ins
ri’41411-nr,3

MAYFAIR BIKE

;

,.’7.1".10,6:.

FOR Schwinn bikes

MAYFAIR BIKE
FOR fair prices

MAYFAIR BIKE

alern

refreshes your taste
’air-softens"every puff

FOR 13’n discount

rnaylair
&Ire chop
1194 E. Santa Clara at 19.I.
CV 4 0742

aetif. 471 -Si-V-14.
/./ A refreshing discovery is yours
Salem
rigaret
a
te...for
you
Salem refreshes your taste just as
time
every
Springtime rein f ,lit.s you. Mt,- refreshing, most flavorful, too...that’s Salem!
menthol fresh

rich tobacco taste

modern filter, too
/I3 is,,.

r’t

nPalere 54 C

-4411

